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Santa Fe, Is". M.. March 20. F.
Beach, house member from Otero
county, this morning made the most
sensational speech yet heard during
the present session, when he boldly
and seriously attacked the methods
of the administration In connection
with house bill No. 177, an act providing ways and means for the construction of public highways in Dona
Ana county. The governor assigned
as his reason for vetoing this bill
that he had been petitioned by a majority of the council, a copy of which
petition was annexed to his veto message, to disapprove the bill, and for
the further reason that he did not
contemconsider the expenditure
plated by the bill as one which the
territory should further, encourage,
although he admitted that It was for
a splendid purpose.
Those who signed the petition from
the council, nearly all of whom had
voted for the bill, were Sargent, Murray, Miera, Chaves, Sulzer, Duncan
and Stockton.
After reading copies of the veto
message and of the petition to the
governor, Mr. Beuch spoke as fol-

New York, Murch 20. The Thaw-caswas adjourned today until Friday morning, when Justice Fitzgerald will determine the matter of a
lunacy commission.
Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton was
the first witness called by Delmas.
Jerome objected to Hamilton testifying at this time on the ground that
the nature of the examination
of
Hamilton was a reopening
of the
whole case, as the evidence belonged
to the case In chief and not to rebuttal.
A long discussion between the attorneys and Fitzgerald sustained the
objection of Jerome.
Delmas tried
to bring out the testimony he desired
y
by other questions, but ejrome
other questions, but Jerome interposed objections and was sustained
by Fitzgerald.
During the discussion Fitzgerald
sent the Jury from, the room and
Jerome made an Impassioned speech,
lu which he said:
"As I understand matters,
Dr.
Hamilton was originally called by
the defense and Is ready to testify
that In his opinion this defendant is
an Insane man; that he was of un
sound mind when he committed the
homicide, and that as he sits at the
table today he Is suffering from that
mental disease known as paranoia, a
disease in which the sufferer until the
lost stages of the disease, is capable
of knowing the nature end quality of
his acts. He said that Thaw 1 in
capable of advising his counsel, and
that they are trying an insane man.
'If the real facts as to the mental
condition of the defendant,' he said,
'can be brought out, the court would
be shocked and horrified and would
stop the trial instantly.' He said he
could show this in flyo minutes if he
were not oourm by tae rules of evidence."
"In view of the statement made by
the district attorney," said Fltzgor-atd- ,
"I now ask that I be given infor
mation In the possession of either
counsel, of all evidence as to the defendant's present state of mind which
can be presented to the court I do
this before Instituting the proceedings I understand have been asked
for."
Delmas wanted to know if a commission in lunacy was under discussion, and Fitzgerald asked to hear
the testimony while the Jury was out
of the room, and then he would determine the course. Jerome said he
had made no formal application, but
left it to the court.
After some further discussion, Fitzgerald dismissed
the Jury until Friday, and will .tomorrow hear evidence on the subject
of a commission in lunacy.

Beach's Hot Speech.
"Cpon this matter, which Is of the
most vital importance to the development of the territory, both from a
commercial and social standpoint, I
desire to make a few remarks, which
I request shall be spread upon the
minutes of the records of this assembly. Several months ago there
was held a public mass meeting in
the county of Dona Ana for the purpose of considering the encouragement of good roads. At this meeting
there was present Governor Hager-mato
who today Is pretending
guide the ship of state. At that mass
meettlng the governor (pledged itis
earnest efforts towards the promotion of the good roads movement. My
constitutents of Otero county, comprising all of the citizenship of that
county without reference to party,
have for many years fondly hoped
and fervently prayed that the legislative assembly in its wisdom might
provide a method and devise ways
and means by which the great resources of the present impenitrable
Penasco country might be opened up
to commerce by thoroughfares that
are necessary to the upbuilding of
our towns and cities, as well as to
the uplifting of civilization."
of
He spoke then upon the ncp
pood roads and continuing, said:
MexNew
"The people of southern
ico en masse had counted upon the
right hand of fellowship and
from the governor towards
obtaining assistance in this direction,
sought by all citizens who
la
which
believe in progressive efforts and the
development of our great national
resources. As a most just proposition, I want to say to you that my
people had every reason to expect cooperation at the hands of the governor in these matters. First, because of his public statement made
to the citizens of Dona Ana county
in mass convention assembled, for
the consideration of good roads; and,
secondly, on account of his public
message; and, thirdly, because we
had reason to expect that a person
occupying the high and exalted position of chief executive would be
sufficiently liberal and broad minded
to take into consideration in matters
of legislative enactment the Intrinsic
merits which such legislation might
provide, regardless of any personal
and petty animosity which might be
Individuals
by such
entertained
to
against a member or members
whose lot it happened to fall to be
enso
legislation
fut
her of the
the
acted.
Hail ExpcWil Difficulty.
"In this 1 regret to slate that we
The
have been disappointed.
tmont as to my personal feelings counts for naught but the disappointment which carries with it
he proper regard for the public welfare of our citizenship and magnificent domain embraced within the
ri rritory which I have the honor to
represent, is Indeed u regretable
Yes, it Is not only u great
matter.
less to my constitutents hut a
which offers to thrall the spirit of progress and the onward march
.f politic)-- , that could not help but
netietit the entire territory and be of
inestimable value in a commercial
way.
It would bring to this territory a bountiful harvest In revenue,
taxable wealth, happiness and contentment, to as loyal and patriotic a
people as ever trod the earth.
"The principal reason assigned by
most
".ho governor for vetoing this
important piece of legislation seems
;o be the fact that a request had
been sent to his excellency, asking
that the bill be vetoed, nnd which
request was signed by certain members of the legislative council whose
i.ames appear to be as follows: (He
vad tho names on the petition.)
At the mention of the name of
William 1. Murray, he said: "Mr.
Murray, who by the way has the
Honor of misrepresenting the county
of Dona Ana. at this time. Now, my
friends, these gentlemen, all of them
July considered this bill a few days
and after due consideration the
Mil passed the honorable body of
.he legislative council. Now, Just on
he eve of a legislative Investigation
if lit excellency, we find that a sud-le- n
charge of heart has entered the
legislators.
puerile
f.uls of these
of heart
Why this sudden change
Just
ust at this particular time?
of
members
one
the
of
ow, when
to
body
happens
distinguished
hat
.... squirming under an Investigation
,v this body, Willi regard to matters
avolvn.g the contingent expenses of
Ms office, amounting to a couple of
and
.holism id of dollars or more,
.rhu h expenses that gentleman
Lelviifc' to hint ad all additional
n,

dis-app-

cal-iml- ty

All Its Fury.

'

emolument granted and voted to him
by the last legislative assembly, for
reasons when we know not but presumably for his distinguished personage.
"Let that be as it may. If this
law was good at the time of lis passage by the council It Is good now,
Why
but why this sudden change?
this sudden array of wisdom from
the wise men of that puritanical
body, or 'governatorlal' body as it is
commonly called?
I do not doubt
the Integrity of each and every one
of the gentlemen named or the honesty of his purpose, yet it seems a
strange coincidence that these very
gentlemen, who have so suddenly
felt the weight of their conscience
pressing down .upon their souls,
should have been tho very gentlemen
whom tho governor on yesterday
named for official positions In this
territory!
Mr. Sargent has been re
appointed auditor.
Duncan, coal oil
Inspector and Stockton, I am told, Is
to share in the emoluments of that
lucrative position; Chavez has been
appointed insurance
commissioner;
Mierat member of the board of
equalization; Murray, I understand,
has had a call to the office of the
territorial treasurer, and I presume
is to handle some of the territorial
funds in his Silver City bank; as for
Mr. Sulzer, I presume he knows what
has been promised him.
"Can It be possible that the governor, who pledged himself to the
encouragement of good roads through
his message to this assembly, had in
some way intimated to these gentlemen, doubtless through his man
Friday, the attorney general, a desire that such petition In the absence
of any logical reason or legal grounds
as I have heretofore mentioned, requesting a veto message n gainst the
bill, would be satisfactory and agreeable to him? Such might not be the
case, but the circumstances ns they
present themselves might Justify a
suspicion in that direction. If such be
the case, but one conclusion can be
reached for the act of the governor
personal pique and revenge for Imaginary grievances directed at certain members of this house, who are
not applicants for office at the hands
of this governor.
Cod give us men
whom the lust for office cannot Influence!"
Applause Was Prolonged.
The speech was received with prolonged applause both from the house
Mr. Holt
members and spectators.
also made a speech equally as strong,
in which he stated that he desired to
let the people know the motives that
actuated the sending of that veto
message to the house.
Mr. Hudspeth spoke In opposition
to the bill along democratic lines,
opposing it on general principles, but
he did not have the temerity to defend the governor. He said, "I am
always glad to see a republican
showing up another republican."
Mr. Beach shouted, "I deny that
Hagerman li a republican."
(

outinucU ou 1'itgu live.)

fan Francisee, March
Although the severe rainstorms, i0.which
prevailed this week., have abatedV
flood conditions continue throughout
the valley of northern California.
The rivers at Sacramento, Marysville.
Chlro and Orovllle are still very
high. As yet It is Impossible to estimate the amount of damage, bat
it will be heavy.Railroad, telegraph and telephone
services are demra!lzed and It is
to reach many points In or
beyond the flooded
district.
Tha
weather bureau predicts light showers in this vicinity for today and tonight and with the wind changing;
to the north, clearing weather to
anticipated.
ble
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Service Out of Frisco Demoralized and Damage Estimate Impossible.
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President of Negro Bank Is East Chicago Is Experien- Officers of Frisco Franchises American Financiers Find
Shot In Back and InAlso Deny Giving or
cing Strike of 5.000 LaBetter PlucKIng of Home
stantly Killed.
Offering
boring Men.
Bribes.
Natives.
LINING OF FURNXcE FALLS
DENIES BROWNSVILLE
AND BURIES WORKERS

DRUNKEN NEGRO ARRESTED

t

20.
Miss., March
Hattlesburg.
Edward Howell, one of tho most Influential negroes In southern Mississippi, and president of the People's
bank, was shot in the back and killed
on his way home last night. No motive for the killing is known.

Cleveland, March to. J. I.
grand master of the Brotherhood of Hallway Trainmen, said today that there is no truth in the report that the trainmen employed on
the roads west of Ch'oago have rejected the wage scavfeoeiiiiy offered
by the general managers of the various lines, and that the men had voted
to strike if their demands were not
granted.
He sold that tho vote Is
being taken upon the offer of the
managers, but that the question could
not be decided before next Tuesday.

Mor-rhtse- y,

SOLDIER,
BUT DENIES ALIi KNOWLEDGE
Kansas City, March 20. Clifford
Aduir, a negro arrested on the charge
of disturbing the peace, and called
In the police court here today, pleaded with Judge Kyle to be easy with
him, saying that he was an old soldier. He said he had belonged to
company C, Twenty-fift- h
infantry.
When the judge learned from the
prisoner that he was at Brownsvtile
at the time of the riot, he said: "Tell
me who fired those shots at Brownsville and I'll turn you loose." Adair
declared he did not know.
When
ased about the alleged confession of
the negro at Galveston, he said: "I
don't know anything about It, judge.
We didn't have any trouble
down
there.
The confession was a fake.
Somebody was Just jobbing us down
there." Adair was finally discharged,
after repeating that ho knew nothing
of the shooting at Brownsville.
SAY PUBLIC UTILITIES
BILL WILL HAVE IX) PASS.
Albany, N. Y., March 20. The
public utilities bill, it Is said by the
advocates, must pass, and If the corporations continue to oppose Governor Hughes will set the legislative
committees at work investigating the
corporations.
The legislative agent
in charge of the bill has told the
corporation men that the bill is going through the legislature in the
shape it now Is, unless grave defects
of a constitutional character are discovered In Its provisions. He said
that instead of the bill being changed
to reduce its strength, It will be made
stronger. One of the republican leaders said: "We want to be fair with
and place them
the corporations
where they will not in the future be
mercy
at the
of strike legislation or
corrupt Influences, and If they do not
want to accept what we Intend to
give them why we will have to show
the necessity for the legislature enacting such laws as we propose to
enact this winter."
WAS BROWNSVILLE

EAST CHICAGO IN TIIJIOES
Of TKKMEMHJUH STRIKE.
Hammond, Ind., March 20. The
strike situation at Host Chicago was
intensified today, when 3,600 men
employed by the Inland Steel company, walked out.
Three thousand
of these are laborers and the remainder are skilled men. The reason for
the walkout was a demand of the
laborers for an Increase of twenty-fiv- e
Six hundred
cents per day.
struck yesterday at the Interstate
steel works, and 1,200 at the Republic Iron & Steel works, und
the
walkout today brings the total to over
Chi6.000. The industries of East
cago are entlrelcy tied up.
Some
rioting occurred early today, and one
of the strikers, whe for the most part
are foreigners, was beaten by one of
the guards at the Inland plant.
LABORERS ENTOMBED
BY LINING OK FURNACE.
Birmingham, Ala., March 20. A
telephone message from Bessemer
says that the lining of the new furnace of the Woodward Iron company, at Woodward, which was undergoing rejialrw, fell in today and
hundreds of tons of debris burled a
Five bodies
number of workmen.
have so far been taken out.
ALLEGED

M

CHDEKED

ON STAND FOR TRIAL.
Ixiulsvllle, Ky., March 20. The
trial of A. C Hall, under Indictment
for the murder of Alliert Murphy last

October, at Murphy's home, came up
today before the criminal court for
hearing.
It was postponed In the
first week In March for absent wit
nes8es. Murphy Is said to have been
111
when Hall came to his house
Hall will plead insanity.

STEAMSK P MEN ON VERGE
OF DECLARATION

OF

Expected Rate Cutting Would Affect the
Steerage First, But Might Extend to
First and Second Class

Passengers.
New York. March 20. It only remains for one of the Interested
steamship lines to make the initial
move in order to precipitate a rate
war, according to the sentiment expressed In downtown steamship cir-

1.

.

.1

It is only the st. rage passengers
will secure baigaln
rates at
first, but if the war K'es on the rates
may be lowered to both first utid
second class passengers.
expressing
the
In a cablegram
Ideas of Herr liallin, director genline,
eral of the Hambui
Is the suggestion of lower rates, and
although no names are mentioned,
the line that will be the first affected
will be the Cunard. which for Its arn
rangement with the
authorities two vcars ugo for the
monopoly of the in migrants
from
that country aroused a bitter feeling
among the other continental
lines.
The entrance of the Cunard line Into
the Mediterranean caused a breach
that never has been healed.
It th fight starts, it will be particularly between the Cunard and the
Han. burg America li lines.
-

who

cles.

While such a conflict at first would
to the
Mediterranean
be confined
schedules exclusively, there is not
the slightest doubt among shipping
to capitulate
men that a failure
would bring the war Into the British
Killings,
and thlB,
continental
and
too, before the present season is fair
ly concluded.
agents In this city for
While the
, r, . I ..
.
I
ulm Ufa nlcn Hi.
representative companies, today expressed themselvs cautiously, the tension was evident and only word from
the home offices across the Atlantic
is needed to begin the cutting.

BANK TELLER GOES BAD
PACIFYING CUBA HAS
AT CHARLOTTE. N. C.
COST US $2,500,000

Austro-Hungar-la-

'

San Francisco, March 20. In spile
of the fact that the newspapers publish what purport to be alleged confessions of the members of the board
of supervisors, before the grand Jury,
of accepting bribes from, the agents
of the public service corporation,
the supervisors that have been interviewed,
almost without exception,
persist in emphatic denials of having
disclosed anything Bensational, and
declare that there had been no bribery in connection with giving franchises to the United Railroads, Home
Telephone and Gas & Electric companies.
Similar denials are made by the
officers of these corporations, and
also by Willis Brltt, brother of
"fight trust."
Jimmy, of the
On the other hand, it Is said that
Morris Levy, of the "fight trust,"
called on Heney and made a full confession of various tiumn of money alleged to have been puld by him to the
supervisors for fight permUn.
All kinds of rumors are in circulation about the alleged confessions by
city officials, und of moves and counter-by the prosecution and the
defense, but verification Is In almost
every Instanco impossible.
The grand jury will meet again this
afternoon, at which time It Is expected
that Indictments, will De voted and
Coffey,
presiding
filed with Judge
'judge of the superior court.
It Is
saiil that between fifty and seventy
Indictments will be returned.

Washington, March 20. American
capitalists have not taken kindly to
the plan for an agricultural bank for
the Philippines, and it now seems
likely that the bank will be established with English capital. Ten per
cent Is the maximum imU wtl.-.- the
firm establishing the bank will be
allowed to charge, and no loan In
excess of 5,000 can be made to one
person.
English capitalists found the agricultural bank in Egypt a satisfactory
As the bank
Investment.
in the
Philippines is to be on the same
lines the financiers of Great Britain
have shown a disposition to undertake the establishment of the Institution.
.

h

ed

moves

TELLER WAS
MODERATE IN DEMANDS.
Charlotte, N. C, March 20. Frank
Jones, teller of the Charlotte National bank, has been missing since
last Saturday.
Examination of his
account shows a shortage of about
$6S,000. The bank lias offered a reward of $1,000 for his apprehension.
I K.HTINt; HARD AOAINKT
JEROME RAC1NU KILLS.
liinghamton,
N. Y., march 20,
Secretary Harrison, of the New York
Stnte Fair and representatives
of
other agricultural societies nnd fair
associations from Broome. Chenango.
Tioga, Alleghany and Steuben counties, have been actively at work for
some time making plans to oppose
the Jerome bills, one of which pro
poses to repeal the Percy-Cra- y
racing
law permitting racing but requiring
mat live per cent of the gross receipts be set aside for the benefit of
agriculture, and the other, which proposes to appropriate $210,000 to be
agridivided among the ninety-thre- e
cultural societies of the state. The
fair men say that If the appropriation
could be made a permanent one they
would be satisfied, but that It would
be impossible to conduct fairs and
be obliged every year to take the
chances of a legislature refusing to
appropriate the money after plans
had been made for the opening fair.
society In the
Every agricultural
state has representatives at Albany
today strongly opposing the bills at
the hearing set for the bills. A great
feeling has been aroused among the
agriculturists against these bills, as
it is felt that they will greatly injure the societies, as the revenue received by them from the races carried on through the state are sufficient to pay the expenses of their organizations and of greatly Improved
county fairs.

EXPENSE HEAVY WHEN
PLAYING AS PEACEMAKEEU
Washington, March 20. The extraordinary expenses to the United
States up to date, caused by sending
pacification to Cuba, aggregate about
$2,600,000, according to figures prepared at the war department.
It has
not been determined exactly when
this money may be collected from
Cuba. Congress practically allowed
the war department to exercise Its
Judgment in this matter.

AN EPIDEMIC

MOCRACY

FAST

(.lllIN(i.
The Third

Sew York, March 20
n
Assembly
democracy
has progressed finely since It organized its club, four hundred strong.
They will keep alive the social interest by holding tonight a stag party,
at which they expect t" see a huge
Italo-Ameiica-

crow d.

MOST DISASTROUS FLOOD-IHISTORY OF KTOCKTOX
Stockton, March 20. Stockton
i

suffering from

the most disastrous

flood In Its history. Water Is standtnc
on the streets in depths ranging from
one to six feet. Telephone, gas, elec-

tric power, street and railroad systems are demoralized. No lives are
reported lost. Communication with
the surrounding country is cut oft.
but It is believed that the levees hav
been washed away in manv nlacesv
The entire country as far ns eye rau
reacn is covered
Dy
water.
The
damage wllj be Immense,
PITTSBI RO IS ABLE TO BREATHE EASILY AUAIX
Pittsburg.
March
20. Clearing
weather and a cold wind, after the
heavy rains of yesterday, have checked the rising streams at the headwaters of the rivers, and all danger
of another flood has passed.
EVEN NEW JERSEY NOW
EEEKS FORCE OF STORM
New York. March 20. Earlv to
day the Passaic river at Patterson,
N. J., was within four feet of flood
ing bridges and was still rising. Many
of the residents on both sides of the
river remained up all night, remembering the dlsasterous floods of two
and live years ago. The only damage so far Is to cellars, storehouses
anil basements of mills along the
river.
Metal Market.

661

New York. March 20.
6.30; copper nulet 25

l.un.l ,,uii.i
in V .

WESTERN UNION OPERA

DIPH-

THERIA FALLS ON

ABSCONDING

JAPAN Kl'YING BIG
U.NS I 'ROM KRIPPES
Berlin, March 20. Japan Is doing
considerable business with the Krup-pe- s
In the line of war
materially.
Several guns are now being Inspected
by Japanese officials lit Essen preparatory to their being accepted by
Japan.
As an
of the
indication
friendly relations between the management of the works and Japan,
several Japanese engineers are now
working there.
IT A Ml-AERICA N 1E- -

OF

Sacramento, March 20. The lie
today says that the Southern Pacific
tracks are cleared between here and
Sparks, and that thirteen overland
trains that were stalled in Nevada,
are due to arrive here today. They
will have to remain here for a while
as there is no railroad communication with San Francisco.

TORS WIN STRIKE

MEADOW CITY

AT

Las Vegas Schools Are Closed David Clamage is Reinstated,
on Account of
and the Keys Are Click- Pest-ilenc-

ing On.

i li icitizen.
iIti
HSpecial
i UtoHThet Evening

4

4

t

4
4
4
4

Las Vegas, March 20. As a
consequence of the prevalence
of diphtheria In this city the
public schools were closed yes- terday morning and the usual
precautionary measures adopt- ed. More than a iloa-icases of
the disease are reported, several
of the patients being In a seri- ous condition.
Mr. und Mrs. Patricio Sena
lost their
daughter,
Amanda, on Tuesday evening
from the disease and the child
of I'ablo Jaraiulllo Is reported
in a critical condition.
L'p to
yesterday no action had been
officially taken by the board of
health.

4
4

dltll-cult-

e

4
4
4

MtttittlillltUi

STATE

N

CUKES'

ONVEN- -

Trouble thai at first threatened tu
seriously inconvenience the general
public and result in a strike of n
small proportions has been umlcablv
settled, suys the Denver Times.
8.
i;. Leonard, superintendent of
tho
Western I'lilon. Mild he would reinstate David damage, the man whom
discharge was the cause of the
and the men remained at their
keys.
The operators claimed that he was
allowed to go because he was actlv.'
Ill labor organizations.
They asked
for his reinstatement
.Saturday
they huiKi.il in an ultima' .11:11 thai
unless he was
a strike
would be declared.
Superintendent
.emra nl received
eompofe.l el '.
Worth.
11. K. Thomas and T. A. Hunks, and
wtnt into conference with them. Th.
outcome was that lie promised hi reHe did so after
instate damage.
communicating witli Western 1'uio't
headquarters at New York city

TION AT NEW BEDItlltlt.
New Bedford, Mass.
March 20.
i he convention of the State Nurses'
Hssoclation is meeting today in Odd
Fellows hall. This Is the first time
the association has ever met In this
city, and great Interest is felt in the
proceedings. The attendance of state
nurses Is very large, and is made still
larger by visitors from other states.
and experiences are being Interchanged between the state nurses and those
from other states, greatly to mutual
prom or aw. A measure
will
be
pressed to allow graduate nurses to
use R. N. (registered
nurse) after
their names to distinguish the trained hospital nurse from those who
have not taken a thorough hospii,,)
course.

y,

1

1

KCIt.. AMI
JOE IIPMVN TM BATTLE.
Baltimore, Aid, March 20.
battle between
date of the
Harry Scroggs and Joe Tlpman was
changed until tonight, from March
13th, Tlpman claiming lie would not
have surThicnl time to get Into
fur the fray. Il has been a year s.nee
Joe put on the gloves in a lifclil. as
his last battle was fought with Harry
ScrogK
last December a year ago.
has f.iuijhl sonic slashing battles since then, and Is Very much Improved since then. He clinched his
claim on the championship
of the
south by recently defeating Kid At-t- e
11.
the local boxer, who Is considered one of the most promising lads
IN WASH- IMiTON TO
tlV. in this section.
lil
Washington, Ii.
March iu.
The Kgo club, which Is composed of MINISTERS TTEM MVII- men born In 144. will give an enCITY.
ME IN NEW YORK
New Yoik. Man U 20.
tertainment tonight, at which several
Rev. Madiwell known speakers will delier ad- son C. Peters u umonu the minister
dresses. Former Reptveiitative ileo. who his afternoon attended the specIrwin will speak on Henry Clay." ial matinee for flerii iii"ii of "Mrs.
Among other speakers will be J. M. Warren's Profession" at Manhattan
."iiMabaugh
Nearly two hamire
and Professor J Fralse theatre.
minisRichard
ters accepted the invitation.
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PHONOGRAPH

USURPING
PLACE
Of Stenographers and Stenog
raphy, as the Sales of Com-

mercial Talking Machines
INCREASED

HAVE

500

PERJCEHT

YEAR

IN

Commercial Talkers Cost Less
Than Typewriters No More
Fake Interviews.
(By Fwderio J. Hankin.)
There are about 00,000 young men
and women In this country who make
their living aa stenographers; and
.several thousand other young men
,and women who earn a livelihood by
teaching stenography. They have a
competitor In the form of a machine
which is threatening to get their Jobs
away from them. The phonograph
threatens to do for the stenographer
what the automobile has Cone for
the horse. Its makers claim that the
taJklng-machln- e
is going to branch
out from being a mere musical toy
and become a factor In business.
The use of graphophones
and
phonographs In business has obtained
to some extent for several years, but
It Is only lately that the movement
to develop the idea has been under-take- n
on a large scale. The sales of
commercial talking machines have Increased five hundred per cent in
twelve months, and this despite the
fact that advertising has been limited
to one or two class publications.
The factories are making arrangements to increase the output and then
a campaign of general advertising is
to be begun, which the manufacturers believe will put talking machines
la almost every office in the country, and practically eliminate the use
of shorthand In business correspondence.
"The ordinary stenographer in a
business office does not take on an
average of more than ninety words
a minute. Nearly every man who
dictates can think faster than the
stenographers can write shorthand,
so he has to hold back. In dictating
to a phonograph there is no time
wasted. nor interruption
to his
thought, because the machines goes
right ahead at any pace he can set.
The reporters of debates In the
two houses of congress have for years
read their shorthand notes into
phonographs,
from which they ure
written out on typewriters. Court reporters have also been using the machines In this way for years with
great success. Commercial talking
machines cost less than typewriters
of standard makes, and It is not impossible that the tremendous Increase
in their sale in the past year is the
beginning of a business campaign
which will make them almost as
common as typewriters.
Another new use for the talking

machine is for newspaper reporters.
A small machine has been invented
which may be carried about like a
camera box. When a person consents to give an Interview he will be

permitted to talk it Into the machine,
and the statement will come out verbatim. This will be an advantage to
two sets of people, those who have
suffered by having their words wrongly quoted in newspapers, and those
whose reports are denied when the
man Interviewed finds out, too lata,
that when he said didn't have the
proper effect.
One of the oddest contrivances In
which the phonograph figures Is an
automobile horn. It is fashioned In
the form of a grotesque dwarf's head,
and Is operated in the same way aa
the ordinary "Honk! honk!" nuisance.
Inside Is a phonographic attachment,
which yells: "Look out! Clear the
road!"
When Killson invented the phonograph in 1877 there were many brilliant predictions for his crude machine. It was claimed that the
phonograph could be fitted with a
horn which would throw the sound
very far. and that a machine mounted on the Statue of Liberty In New
York harbor could be used for warning signals to marines. At first talking machine music was not of a very
high order. There was a scratching,
metallic accompaniment
that was
anything but pleasant, but the miiriy
Improvements
and additions to the
machine have removed these, disagreeable features to such an extent

that It now glvea most creditable reproductions.
In one Nebraska tewn
a targe graphnphone In doing the
work of a church choir.
The very latest suggestion for a
new use of the talking machine was
made by a railway publication Just
after the wreck on the Southern railway which resulted in the death of
In the
President Samuel Kpencer.
Inquiry Into the causes of the wreck
there was a dispute betwen the telegraph operators about what messages
had been sent governing trains. The
suggestion Is to hav a recording talking machine In every railroad telegraph office. It would make a complete and absolutely correct report of
every message sent, which, could be
read by any operator.
In connection with Oils It U Interesting td.aoto that It was while- wl,tn, r.,

a telegraph

InstruMr. Kdiaon

ment
stumbled onto "the', principle of the
phonograph.
He was attempting to
Instruperfect a telegraph-sendin- g
ment which would send the dots and
dashes of the Morse code by the
opening and closing of the circuit
through perforations In a sheet wrapped about a cylinder of metal. He
found that the perforations representing dots and dashes produced the
same effect upon the needle when the
cylinder was again revolved under It.
Thus the phonograph was born.
The use of the graphophone and
telephone In conjunction
has been
discussed as a method of solving several problems of the growing business of the country, but with" the
talking machine dealers the union Is
an accomplished fact One agent In
a New York town has regular weekly concerts over the telephone.
He
cushas a score of his record-buyin- g
tomers connected with his store, has
a large funnel on the telephone receiver, gets out samples of new records received, and turns on the talking machine.
After the concert he
calls up each customer and takes orders.
The best singers of the world are
employed by the talk machine companies to "make records," and those
lovers of music who live In remote
sections of the country and can never
hope to see the Metropolitan opera
house may for a small outlay hear
Karnes and Sembrlch and Caruso
sing. "Making records" is the most
interesting part of the talking ma
chine business to the public. The
process of making the cylinder or
disc, which is "played" only
th
Individual machine is simple. The
original record, made In soft wax or
soap, is taken and plated with metal
gold Is best and this plate Is re
enforced with several heavier coats
of metal.
lmpnrwnrt'irt-thafr-
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sole topic of conversation

In parlor
cars and hotel lobbies. In the vicinity of Hermnslllo the Investment of
large amounts of capital
Is now
showing splendid results and such
richly mineralised properties as the
Mine Mezlcana, the Liu via de Cobre,
and the well known Wright mines
are now compelling
general
and
genuine enthusiasm
among
local
stockholders and visiting experts.
The outlook for Sonora copper Inter-est- a
was certainly
never brighter
than at present.
Cripple Creek, Colo.: Hy the employment of ths simple pumping process a number of valuable mines in
this district have recently been comdrained, and that too at comHas Now Reached Well Ad- pletely
paratively small expense. The Old
Oold mine on Deacon hill has been
vanced Stage anJ Develop-- - very successful
in this line, and la
now shipping; ore at the rate of two
cars weekly., , At the Delmohico. eJso
ment Is repressing.
located on, Beacon, Hill. development
W6rk is being Very'Vlgorousjy pushed
by Its owners, and a number of rich
strikes already have rewarded the
K0 DEDUCTION REQUIRED
efforts of the management. The water In ths Delmonlco Is almost entirely surface seepage, and Is very
IN ZINC easily handled.
Boise, Idaho:
Thomas Greenwood
of New York, while here in the interest of a syndicate of eastern capCopper Has Risen 132 Per Cent italists Investigating mining properties expressed himself
as greatly
Since the Year 1902. and
surprised not only with the tremendous activity apparent in Idaho minStill Rising.
ing circles but also with the wonderful advancement and up to date appearance of the whole region. He
Jerome, Ariz. The financing of stated that the people of the east
the Verde Urande copper company, nave no idea whatever or what Is
property adjoins the United Ing on here. Mr. ureenwood Is only
Verde claims for a distance of sever- - one of a large number of capitalists
al thousand feet, has now reached a and mining experts who have recent-we- ll
advanced stage, and with an ly been looking Into the record and
ample supply of funds for all pres- - splendid possibilities of the famous
ent needs the management Is carry- - noise basin and other rich gold pro-in- g
forward development operations dusing sections of southern Idaho,
rapidly and on an extensive scale. I
y
Central City, Colo. Mining
A full equipment and supply of ma- on the llns In Ilussell Oulch are likely to
is to be installed
nronertv at an earlv date, while the assume enormous proportions with
sinking of the main shaft is being the coming of spring; and at present
properties
pushed vigorously both day and a number of producing
are under investigation by experts
night.
representing
syndicates
eastern
with
Turning to the lead and zinc
view to their betterment and the
camps, especially those of the south- west, we find a condition of unparal- - securing or. increased output.
Tne
leied prosperity.
The demand for recent rich strikes in the Saratoga
attracting
wide
"
attention, nd
both metals
with
has Increased
amazing rapidity, owing to the nu- - work on the Hampton Just to the
merous new uses found for them ea"t of that property Is being vigor-yeby year in the commercial and ously pushed with a view to
acts. While prices flue- - 'ng in the same ore vein which Is
tuate. they still maintain a steady nw conceded to extend beneath the
The draining of these
upward tendency; and the present two tracts.
confidence of the producers In the Properties by the New House tunnel
source
a
of much encouragement
future of the Industry would seem
to their owners.
to be entirely warranted.
Of iron, tin and platllnum it Is
H"1"0' Idaho. Prospector
Robert
scarcely necessary to speak. Their
position In our commercial system is McKlnley has returned from a visit
City,
Kansas
he
where
been
has
f
always secure, and the producers of
the Interests of the McKlnley Gold
these metals are not likely to go beg- company.
Mines
He reports that the
glng for a market.
of the company Is
There can be no' question ns to the financing
wel1
way,
and that the flota-o- r
under
status of the metal markets,
g
the most
as to their future as long as pre- - !"" ls meeting withcompany
e.
is
Industrial conditions shall y'ne" success. The
operations
tenslve tunnel
No
of any nlnK for
indication
change is aa yet visible In the whole " lts Property at Moore s creek,
Activity is widespread; where values are said to have been
horizon.
crops are unlformlly good; harvests founJ running as high as $2,000 to
aola- are abundant; labor troubles are less the ton
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dining room gi r I at
hotel.
West
WANTED Messenger boys,
em Union Telegraph office.
WANTED Girl for general houseCall 711
work; family of one.
West Copper Miss Arnold;
first
WANTED Mors work for
class hand laundry. Lacs cartains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed
401 West Tljeras avenae. (Colored.)
WANTED Girl for general house
work, 111 North Walter street
house. Ill
FOR RENT Four-rooCall 111 North
South Edith street.
Third.
mevomSr
- Gentleman- WANTED- ,Juuid'cs thing. No. Ill South first
,
atrsati tsAtk of .viaduct. Scad 4
dreaa and will calL H.'J. Swsan,
proprietor.

always
yo

think

how
get them.
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LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Planes, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAHaV
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as lf
and as high as 120. Loaas ara
quickly mads and strictly prrfwssv
Time; Ons month to one yaac
Goods remain la yeur
Our rate are reasonable. Call
see us before fcerrowlBaV
TUB HOUIXHOLD LOAM CO.
Steamship tickets to assl freea, an
On

parts of (be wwrieV
1 and 4, Great DM.
West Rallroal Ave,
Ill
ERITATB OrriCBS.1,

Rooms

Ope

tt)H KEirr.

The HIGHLAND

FORM

se

Don't

chess

PEOSOX.Ui

WAJTTKP.

wXntkD

DRUGS

COPPER

18?.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

VERDE GRANDE

,

FOK RENT

tnta.

Furnished

rooms

and

411 South Broadway.
FOR RENT A twelve-roomodera
house, unfurnished, at 111 North

MONEY

TO. LOAN

m

PHARMACY
OoddeataJ

Cinsr

First street

Call at Rico cafe.
house,
RENT Five room
We have about IS.OM to lean fa
partially furnished, electrlo light
and bath, low rent. 10 North Sec soma of $1,00 or leas on real enAif
ond street Apply to F. H. Strong, security at 9 per cent. .
u.
FOR RENT A six room twa-stor-y
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 124 West Tl
FOR

LUa' BalMlng.

adwai and
East Railroad Arenue

B

jrrnw

K,rnur.

FOK RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue
Colo Fhone, Black SO.
and Hill street. Low rent
216 West Gold Ave.
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
OK RENT Pleasant front
room
with bath and electrlo light Weil
SEEK 1 RELIABLE DENTIST
CARDS
$3 per week.
man.
310 South PROFESSIONAL
Arno street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Full Bet of Teeth
LAW VERS.
11. uo per week and up; also nice
np
Gold Filling
$1.50
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per
up,
Gold Crowns
week
and
furnished with
$
Ira M. Bond.
stove and cooking utensils
and
bOc
Painless Extracting
ATTORNEY AT LAW, li F.SL.
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
ozf Houm second street, Albuquer N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
que, N. M.
land patents,
AXIi WORK ABSOTTTTKI.T GCAR.
copyrights,
caveats.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
AJTTEKD.
FOR SALS.
R. W. D. Bryan.
FOR SALE Furniture of
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerhouse. 116 South Arno
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher,
E. W. Dobsoa.
FOR SALE The entire furniture,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Including
OfTW
Jewel range, at 700
Cromwell
block, Albuquerque. N. It.
souin Arno.
B. F. COPP.
ROOM It, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG. FOR SALE: At a sacrifice, type
DENTISTS.
writer; good as new; must be sold
for cash only.
Address Hard up,
The soft material is taken out of
DR.
J. K. KRAFT,
care citizen omce.
the plate and as many records as
Dental Surgeon-Room- s
IJ
you
are needed are molded from the
me
"Variety"
BAbis
run
2 and I. Barnett bulldtn.
ai
MHIMUII
matrix thus formed.
win una nne nome maas bread, be over O'Rielly's
The little
drug store. Phone
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked No.
scratches on that plate mean the
Appointments made by mall.
beans, soup and other good things
voice of a singer who must be paid
sinciiy nome made. Phone T10.
a fabulous sum to sing Into the maEdmund J. Aim. r n. c
CO. INCORPORATES
Mrs. Downs, 60S South Arno St.
No. 101 Railroad
chine. Hut once made, they can be
reproduced over and over again. The
PoTt
SALE The Clauae Glrard hours,
a. ra., to 12:30 p. m.;
solo sung In a loft on Sixth avenue
property on Mountain road, first p. m. to 6 p. ta. Both phones. ApNew
in
York will be heard in China
house west
pointments made by mall.
Sixacequla,
twenty-fiv- e
years hence, as fresh and
Santa Barbara Tie and Pole teenth streetof Inquire onnear
premises
sweet as ever.
:J,"
Ai,the
standing of the national government
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. B
or at 300 North Proadway.
L" '
is entirely sound; banking and rail- - '
Company Organized With
""7 .
Homeopathic Physician and Bnrceao.
The talking machine is Just thirty roadlng are upon a firm basis; and "J1""8?
'OK
A
EXCHANGE
beach
lot
nr.nnn.l
Occidental Life Building. Teleyears old. Although It Is generally no great political upheavel has even f "c.e v,?n
rm. lfh .I0n'u""
fronting on two streets, near Long phone
S500.000 Capital.
886. Albuaueraue. N. v.
the 75
regarded as a musical toy, the nations suggested itself.
ueacn
Al,'
Naples
good
a
and
These conditions n ,aii,lltlon
for
' u ' ",r""" '"f .'i"""
of the world are spending millions of do not constitute a boom, but rather
buquerque lot.
DR. R. I j. HDkt.
Address W. M.
1ml"e, '?
dollars for It each year. But the a period of healthy prosperity and
.,""
Office,
Oilman, 506 West Railroad avenue.
8, If. T. Armljo BIdg.
f
manufacturers believe Its possibilities expansion, in which the mining in- - ' ,,7 .Z" "8S-C.u-" t,
CO,
,T
FURNITUFE
Tuberculosis
JOHNSON
treated with mi.k
he
LO8T.
as a time-sav.om
'u?T'
In busines will soon dustry is enjoying
its legitimate "J1
Frequency Electrical Current m rA
' w"
make it one of the great factors In share
"
LOST Brown fur.
The production of the mines
re
Reasonable
IV
"f"""?
Germicide.
surat the
given each
our commercial life, instead of a mere must Increase year by year to meet ,heAKO,d Veln
ward for return to Mrs. M, Nash, day from 8 a.Treatments
m. to 4 p. m. Trained
Coop Luck Mining Company In
contrivance for amusement. They are the actual demands of the times; the
608 West Railroad.
nurse
In
up
tacking
attendance.
their judgment by mak backing of capital Is absolutely cs-- 1
Both phones.
LOST Pocket note book, imitation
"ArlzT-T- he
develop-- 1
Wlnkelmiin
corporated For $3,000,000.
ing enormous Investments in enlarg
or leather. Reward of $5 for refor the development of new ,..,
- ofl
ntir,UNDERTAKER.
ing the capacity of their plants, and sentlal
producing properties; and In spite thl ulMr.et iroving conclusively
turn of same to 707 South Third
me irutn or falsity or their predic- of all warnings
Notaries Appointed.
.
!
street.
- r
and preachments i to "
Auto, phone 816.
Colo.. Red 111
-.v,
.1,..
tions will soon be established.
..;.i..i...1, ... ... ... the cn(ef values, ..,....
will
A. BORDERS.
the
latter
and
Tetter,
Salt
Ing Investments soems likely to In- - ,,robl40y bo
Rheum
Eczema.
and
permanent
the more
Rlark
These are diseases for which Commercial Club building.
A "poser" Is bom, not made, and crease rather than
Articles of Incorporation.
to wane. The
ot prolu a8 d.pth Is attained
or White hearse. Si.
Salve ls especially
The following articles of Incorpor Chamberlain's
,
those few who have proved them- public as a whole Is generaly on the Murce
varrou9 camps. Kastern cap
,ne
selves fitted for the work command right track In matters of this kind. ital has been very generous to Pinal ation have been filed in the oftlce valuable. It quickly allays the itchARCHITECTS
v. Hay ing and smarting and soon effects a
large salaries. Some singers who
of Territorial Secretary J.
county mines, and the resulting pros- - nolds:
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by
have made great reputations on the
Baxter Springs. Kan. The lead
W.
F.
Spencer.
nr
rt,v
verv
whole
district
is
the
T
Rooms
Bar.
stage, are total failures when it comes and zinc producers of this district are
Copper company. Princi all druggists.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
notic.iWe. At the Two Queens- palCimarron
Q
to singing to the talking machine. ueriving mucn satisracnon irom me Kroup,
place ot business at Clayton
dlswere
values
pnones.
rich
where
tiotn
May Irwin, for instance, could not be pollcy now pursued by the smelting ,.vered but a few months ago, the Union county. Territorial agent, Wil
ijAXKnurrs petition
"posed" for record-takinon
Mme. companies In paying
DISCHARGE.
at Clayton. Capital
the regular lnan tunnei has already been run liam J.
CIVIL ENGINEER
Ave
hunKm ma Karnes Story is particularly price per ton for zinc ore containing i 97s
In the Matter of O. A. Burtner, Bank
n,l will remit re to run stock, $500,000, divided into
par
rupt.
successful, and after making many as much as 7 per cent Iron. Such ,ut thirty-fou- r
of
tho
dred
thousand shares
In Bankruptcy.
cut- more
before
feet
J. R. Farwell.
records, learned how to "pose" her- ore wan lornieny imiun-e- u
value of $1 each. Object, mining. Du- To the Honorable Ira A. Abbott A3- itir nn tng
Room 28. N. T. Armljo bunding.
mineralized vein. Good
self without any instruction, advancsociate Justice of the Supreme
contents. The Kuropean smelt- - hi.w. theami
shinning ore are now in ration, twenty years. Incorporators, ing and retreating before the machine ers have for some time made a prac- - evidence in the shafts.
Alex McKenzle and Herman BlanchCourt of the Territory of New MexNOTARY PUB LI ti
In obedience to its laws, which she lice or aeuuciing noining ror
It, both of Kenton, Oklahoma; J. K
ico and Judge of the Second Juiron j
knows, but which nobody under- contents running ns high as 4 per
S.
William
Wright.
and
Miller
Kobert
dicial
Court
thereof:
onernThos. K. D. Maddlson.
Wvo. Placer
Phevenne.
stands. She. and many other singers cent, and the adoption of a similar tlon for gold are now being planned J. Kuton, all of Clayton.
O. A. Burtner, of Albuo.uero.ue. In
Office with W. B. Chlldera.
of great fame, have declared thnt policy by domestic smellers would on a very extensive scale for the
The Santa Barbara Tie and Pole the county of Bernalillo and territory West Gold avenue.
the talking machine has been of great appear entirely reasonable In view placer fields along Douglas creek in company. Principal place of business of New Mexico, in said district, rebenefit to them in pointing out faults of the Improved methods of smelting Albany county. It has been conclu- - at Albuquerque,
Jiernaliuo county. spectfully represents that on the 24th
J. 8. BAGLEY
which they themselves had overlook- now In vogue, by which the Iron slvely demonstrated that the district Territorial agent, the Corporation, day of February last, he was duly ad- ed.
Accountant.
values are largely saved and turned 8 heavily mineralized, and a number Organization and Management com Judged bankrupt under the acta of
Books checked UD. small sets At
to account.
Last week's shipments of lursre dredging companies are now pany at Albuquerque. Capital stock congress relating to bankruptcy: that
five
thousand
ne has duly surrendered all his prop- books kept up; grocers', butchers',
The great singers did not take of zinc ore from certain portions of ubout ready to undertake very active $500,000, divided into
kindly to the machine at first, and. tnis district were tne largest in tne operations.
Gold shares of the par value of $100 each erty and lights of property, and has and physicians' books looked (t
The American
Duration,
Object,
business.
lumber
Indeed, it is only within the lost few nistory 01 me camp.
fully
complied with all the require- and collections made. Able corps of
soon
company
10
is
Placer Mining
W. P. John- ments of said acts and of the orders assistants.
' Install u very powerful dredge; and fifty years. Incorporators
years that the bright particular stars
Rooms 44, Barnett block.
S.
Hope
McGaffey.
W.
son,
A. R
of the opera would consent to sing
of the court touching his bankruptcy.
Ronton. Mass. Conner, the metal in view of the recent Improvements
Into a machine so that their voices at 26 cents per pound Is now nn ac- - introduced in placer mining methods well and W. S. Strickler, ull of Alwnererore ho prays that he may be UAn DRESSER AN
CHIROPO.
might be mechanically reproduced cepted fact in the world's markets, by which large values can be saved, buquerque.
decreed by the count to have a full
DIST.
W. It. Johnson Furniture company. discharge from all debts provable
throughout the years. Nordtca held with little prospect of any present which have hitherto neen mrown
out longer than any of them, and in concessions from this figure. Ac- - out, it is likely that Important re Principal place of business at Haton, against his estate under said bank
consequence the talking machine men cording to a high statistical authority suits will be effected. It is stated Colfax county. Territorial agent, W. rupt acts, except such debts aa are 200Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorj. No.
Railroad avenue. Is brs- were all the more anxious to have the nrioe of cooer has risen 132 per fiv exnerts that the Douglas creek I Johnson, at Raton. Capital stock, excepted by law from said discharge. pared West
give thorough scalp treatRecently she capitulated cent since 1902. In the face of this placer lands contain mineral values $25,000. divided Into two hundred
her sing.
oaten
March 8th, A. D. 1907. ment, to
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do hair dressing, treat corns,
and signed a contract to make rec- Increase it is polntod out that J 5 to the value ot over 120,000,000. and fifty shares of the par value of
O. A. BURTNER.
bunions and ingrowing nails.
s
ords for a New York concern.
copper stocks have made an average which could be recovered at a com- - $100 each, commencing business with
Bankrupt.
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dealing
$12,000.
in
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furniture
gain In price of but 100 per cent, paratlvely small cost or modern soitreatment and mani
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and other wares, also engaging
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curing.
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Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
helps the stomach-actiobecause the Pabst Perfect
Eight-Da- y
Malting Process
has practically digested all
food substances in the beer.
n,

l'uhsi Rino milium rtoo

9 is thoroughly aged, rich and
?

mellow it sprees with even
dyspeptic stomachs and is
an active aid to digestion.
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tone to the system.
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ffttleeifian. who

llmd

that the superintendent was traveling
eight
"at the rate of 150 feet everytwenty-live
or nine seconds, or a speed of
Notwithstanding
an
hour."
miles
the remonstrance of the superintendent that the
in the car
showed a speed of 12 tt miles an
wns
patty
taken to the
hour, the
station for trial. liefore the case
was called, the policeman discovered his mistake and on his reappearance boldly claimed that the car was
traveling at the rate of 100 feet every
eight or nine seconds, twice that first
claimed, and making the rate of
speed fifty miles an hour. The party
swore that their
showed Special Correspondence.
11V4 miles an hour. The case finally
auto-met-

835,000,000
NEW LOAN

er

auto-met-

Causes Drop In Securities of
That City Movement to
Protect Song Birds.
NEBRASKA SEEMS TO

Senator Burton Goes Free Friday
But President Refuses Restoration to Citizenship.
Ladon, March 20. London' repudiation
of municipal ownership
and municipal socialism has been
followed by similar results throughout the country, and the following
result is that a great deal of borrowing will have to be done, for invariably the socialists have proved to
be better at running in debt than in
paying it. The new regime in the
metropolis finds Itself confronted with
an embarrassing situation.
The old
council left unpaid bills amounting
1
commit26,000.000
to
and future
ments aggregating $100,000,000. This
necessitates an Immediate new loan
of 135,000,000.
These disclosures
have caused London securities, which
rose sharply on the result of the election, to fall to the old figures. The
first measure taken will be to organise an independent audit of accounts to ascertain the true condition of the city finances.

came before Mayor Johnson, an experienced motorist himself, and he
took the word of the motorist, dismissed the case and also dismissed
the policeman.

DEMONSTUATIYfl AOAIYST
ADIRONDACK LAND ACT.
Albany, N. Y., March 20. The opponents of the land act, which Is intended to take charge of the Adirondack territory, are here in force
fo fightt. Ahe Adirondack 1411,
which comes up before the Joint committee of both houses of the legislature. A moss meeting in the same
line was held on March 14th under
the auspices of the chamber of
merce of Albany. The interest In the
subject of the Adirondack Is Intense.
It was briefly explained by some of
the opponents that the forest reserve
had been originally created to protect the water courses, and to foster
the best Interests of the entire state,
both industrially and commercially,
and that efforts were now being
made to break down this protection
ufforded by the constitution to grab
great tracts of lumber, especially in
the Adrloudack region, und to dam
and otherwise utilize the streams for
power purposes. W. P.
electrical
I'eckman, representing
the Indian
lake residents, strongly advised that
the academy of medicine be Invoked
to fight the amendment.

TARIFF

HAVE
GROWN 500 PEH CENT
March 20. The need
of a special department In the office
of the appraisers of the port, to cope
with the extraordinary increase in
the number at protests and appeals
resulting from tariff correspondence
y
and controversies, is emphasized
statistics prepared by customs authorities.
The increase of transactions in 1906-- 7 over 1904-- 5 aggregates 500 per cent. After the passage of the bill by congress authorising the appointment of two additional appraisers, Colonel ' Fowler Instituted the bureau of protests and ap
peals, which will be attached to the
newly formed 11th district or division, of which C. T. Lexow became
the head. Rufus Ruso has been appointed chief, in view of his acquaint-- I
anceshlp with the business, his ser- years.
vice extending over thirty-liv- e
It lis believed that erroneous reports
will be entirely eliminated, thus doing exact Justice to the Importers
and to the government, as well as
safeguarding the revenues.
CONTESTS

New York,

MOVEMENT TO PROTECT
SONG BIRDS IN NEW YORK.
Albany, N. Y., March 20. Sportsmen from all over-thstate, farmers
and everybody Interested in the song
birds of the state and the protection
of bird life, are pushing the bill introduced for a hunting license which
is now before the assembly. The bill
provides for a dollar license, which
the great majority have already announced their willingness to assume.
It has the endorsement of all the
large clubs and of hundreds of Individuals who are sportsmen.
The
Audubc. societies favor the bill because it was the first practical method purposed for the real protection
of birds.
HEARST LEAGUE RUNS
TICKET IN SENECA FALLS.
NEBRASKA WELCOMES
Seneca Falls, N. Y., March 20.
THE TAX DODGERS. The complication of the election dn
Omasa, March 20. If a law that! this town has been greatly increased
has been Introduced In the Nebraska by the running of an independent
legislature
becomes operative, Ne- ticket by the independent league, or
braska will soon become the grand Hearst party, which has not given up
refuge of rich men who want to the
ghost, by any manner of means,
dodge their taxes. This act creates
is determined to light on Its own
a board of immigration which pro- but
hook, without any reference to the
vides for a board of commerce, In- democracy. The organization of the
dustry and Immigration, the Intent Independence League Citizens club
of which is plain on its face, the Idea came as a great surprise to all class
being to offer to men of wealth from es of citizens, the new organization
the outside world who have large putting
into nomination for village
sums of money in bank an opportunpresident George B. Nearpass. It is
ity to bring it to Nebraska, place it predicted
that he will make a Btrong
in bonks for safety and not be in run, carrying
a large following of
fear of paying a large tax on it. In his fellow democrats,
but the demofact, under the provisions of this law crats Insist that Nearpass'
nomina
there will be no tax whatever, al- tion has increased the chances
though It Is not put In Just that way. their candidate, Ferdinand Isemanof
Any man can come to Nebraska and The struggle is certainly a lively one.
declare himself a citizen, and become
a secretary on the advisory board of
the board of immigration, and upon NASHVILLE'S SAFETY
WOULD COST MILLIONS,
being appointed
his compensation
Nashville, Tenn., March 20. The
will be equal to the amount of taxes
national
board of underwriters has
he may pay on his deposits in banks,
and will be paid to him promptly on submitted a report as to what in the
his presentation of his tax receipts. boards Judgment Nashville needs in
He may secure the benefit and pro- the matter of protection against fire.
specific points
tection of this law when he enters There are seventy-tw- o
the state and declare his residence, in the report in which recommendaalthough such declaration does not tions are made. The fire department
make him a voter until he has lived is declared to be still too small and
in Nebraska for at least six months. not as efficient as it ought to be.
The bill is strongly supported by in- They want the pumping station redustrial and commercial bodies of modeled, and waste prevented and
the state, who argue that New Jer- readjustment of the water distribusey has invited the trusts, that Texas tion system, and many other mathas passed bountiful exemption laws, ters of Importance which will cost
and that South Dakota has bid for Nashville several millions of dollars.
the divorce business, and why should The board says that Is the only way
not Nebraska secure the ready cash? to get better rates, as the present
rates are suited to the conditions and
bear a direct relation to the risk
FX SENATOR IU'RTON
WILL NOT GET PARDON.
Washington. D. C, March 20.
ROWER PRODUCES COMThe efforts to get a pardon for
PANY'S HOOKS IN COURT.
Burton have all failed, and
Milwaukee, Wis., March 20. L. F.
they may as well give It up. His
of the
term of imprisonment expires on the Bower, comptroller
company, came Into court
22nd, and the
and his this morning
producing
the books of
friends wanted him restored to citi
Bower dl-this
zenship and to the eligibility to of Bullock company.
fice, of which his sentence deprives in compliance with a court decision
proceedings brought against him
him; but the president is obdurate on
the United States district court
and relentless.
He thinks that, in in
contempt of court. In refusing to
for
stead of his sentence being shortened, answer
questions
concerning
the
it should have been longer, nnd he
of the Bullock Electrical comwould make it longer If he could. So stock
pany
of Ohio, which was a defendant
Burton is deprived of the in
a damage suit brought in a New
ngnt or ever holding office ngaln.
Jersey concern. Attorneys of the
plaintiff, arguing that the Ohio comCOMEDY DRAMA IV AID
pany Is really In the Jurisdiction of
OF LlTi'LK CRIPPLES. the Milwaukee
court, attempted to
New York, March 20. At Carneshow
that the Bullock company Is a
gie Lyceum tonight the "In Quantum
branch
of
the
Club," an amateur organization de- pany. W. M. Whitesld, presidentcomof
voted to theatricals, will
present
company admitted
William Gillette's comedy drama, the
Is vice president of the Ohio
ho
thut
"iii'Ciunn She Loved Him So," for the company, and that ho exercises surelief of the Darrach
Home for pervision over the business of the
'rippled Children. This organization concern.
has the distinction of being the first
f its kind In New York City.
It
CHAMItFIt OF
takes charge of little cripples, who ATLANTA'S
COMMERCE ANNUAL DINNEIt.
ire helpless, and must suffer much
Atlanta, March 20. Tonlgnt is the
if kind liatids do not look! fifter
occasion of the annual banquet of the
their welfare.
chamber of commerce of this city,
and special efforts have been made
u nn.MJi
I'l l si. AT
to
it an extraordinary fine afMAYOR JOHNSON'S JUSTICE. fair.render will
be held at the Piedmont
'!evel.ind, ().. March 20. Mayor hotel. It
President
will
Johnson's dismissal of a case against preside, and will J. Willie Pope
Introduce us the
two automobiliMs and the discharge principal
speaker of the evening W.
of the policeman making the charge W.
Fin ley, president of the Southern
.igalnst them ha greatly pleased the
railway.
It
is supposed that the banHUtoniolillists,
who claim that they queters
will exceed BOO In number.
were not proceeding as fast
as the The members
of the i.otton Seed
policeman claimed they were.
Assocatlon of Georgia,
culprit was the superintendent of The
nn i'rushers'
who
automobile factory, who while test- this were InvitedIn to the banquet, met
afternoon
the room of the
ing u car on Euclid Heights hill, wai
chamber of commerce, and considered the question of making Atlanta
their headquarters.
It is almost certain that all the arbitrations between
members
will
be conducted
There is only one
here.
e
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Bromo Quinine
That is

Laxative Bromo Quinine

INVITES PKOPOSVI.S
FOR NAVAL SUPPLIES.
Washington. 1.
'., March 20.
Proposals are being received today
at the bureau of supplies and accounts to furnish
the navy yard,
Charleston, a quantity of naval supplies. The bids are numerous

ships wimTsail' i
AM

CURES A COLO IN ONE DAY
PREVENTS THE CRIP

Similarly naracd remedies sometimes
deceive. The first mod oritiua! ColJ TabU t
ii a WHITE PACKAGE with black and red
lettering, tad beari the signature of

n-

-

DER
EltU'AN NAMES.
Hamburg,
March 20. The Hamburg-line has concluded to
appeal to American sentiment, and
i renamed
two of its steamships.
i ue)
m enter tne service during
the present year, and have been renamed the President
Lincoln nnd
President Grant. They were the Berlin and Boston.
The steamer now
building in Belfast will retain thi
name of Europa.
American

Subscribe for
the news.
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Vellman, With Wonderful Big
Airship, Nearly Ready for
Flight to North Polo

t Illicit and gel

Chicago, March 20. Modern air
navigation will receive Ha most thrilling and difficult test next month,
when Walter Wellman. Washington
correspondent of the Chicago Record-Herald,
will sail for the nortn
pole In the largest and best equipped
airship ever built.
Wellman's flight was scheduled for
last summer, but It was decided to
give another year's work at the factory in Paris to the great balloon and
Its wonderful car.
Wellman, who has made two unsuccessful attempts at the pole y
vessel, has been studying airships for
years for the purpose of employing
that means of transportation in a
dash north. He Is now an expert.
The party will probably consist of
five. Wellman will be the chief. The
others are:
Major H. B. Hersey. well known
as an enthusiastic aeronaut, one time
member of Roosevelt's rough riders
and now a member of the Aero club
of Paris; M. Gaston Hervleu, an
;
Maxwell
J. Smith,
wireless telegraph expert; M. Paul
Colordenu. expert mechanician.
MaJ.
Hersey recently won the balloon race
across the English rhannel. and has
a record of seven ascensions In ten
days.
The plan Is to sail from Dane's
Island, northern Norway, nt which
place the parts of the balloon will
be assembled.
The party will go as
far north as possible In the airship,
and if it fails to carry them to the
pole they will proceed farther north
by an Ice automobile which they will
carry in the cnr.
They will also hnve wireless telegraphy equipment and will attempt to
communicate regularly with a station
at Hammerfest, Norway.
Wellman has been In Paris all winter watching he finishing work of
M. Oodard, builder of the airship,
and he will start for the north In a
few days.
The airship, which' has been building two years, is of the most practical balloon type. The supporting
gas bag Is 1(4 feet long, with its
greatest diameter 62
feet. The surface of the bag contains 21,098
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CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.
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WELLMAN.

3000 Pairs Men;
Fine Shoes

square feet, and Is capable of holding 224.225 cubic feet of gas; Its lifting power Is 16,000 pounds, or eight
tons.
The car Is entirely of steel tubing,
measures 62
feet from stem to
propeller, and contains an engine
room and cabin for the crew.
this structure is a basket to Below
carry
the supply of gasoline, this weight
also to serve as ballast.
The ship has three engines,
of
seventy horse power, another ofone
twenty-five
horse power and the other of
power. With only the big
engine In operation, the machine
Is
designed to make twelve miles an
hour In a quiet atmosphere, and nineteen miles an hour with the three
motors working.
The steering apparatus Is
in a simple manner from the managed
cabin of
me vessel,
.iT?10 .lc
or motor
a'omobl!e.
is small, and designed solely
to haul sledges over
Ice or heavy
snow crust; It looks like
a mlnjature
bUt
Vety
"ght ln
sirucuon
1-

AllOther Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

five-hor-

lk

Our window display will giro you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Will, CHAPLIN
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WALL STREET FEUD
DOING

UN-

OF HARR1MAN

Special Correspondence.
New Tork, March 20. More than
Wall street rumor substantiates the
Htory that Harriman has lost his
railroad supremacy and with it mil
Hons of his fortune.
The new po
sltion of his enemies, Morgan, Hill
and Keene, is eloquent proof that
Harriman has suffered.
Whether or not Roosevelt had any
tlilriK to do with the trounrlns; of
Harriman, the facts coming to light
now that the panio is over, show
that a great railway feud has been
fought to a finish on Wall street.
1 IHarriman started the last bull
" "
-- ,.
t
J "x 9
.ij jjiiii
iji
i. ..
s
market by a great 10 per cent Union
Paclilc dividend. He is believed to
have then sold his holdings nearly
down to control.
Ho showed faith
THIS PHOTOGRAPH PltF.SENTS A FRONT VIFW OF THE
In
market, however, by put
WHICH WILL BE SUSPENDED FROM THE GREAT II j OON ONI Y tingtheallbull
money
back into rail
the
muds and with It bought control of
ST AN DING IN THE CAR Is THE
TIU-'&
Ohio.
the
Baltimore
market
win has been downward ever The
LIVE. IJEIOW THE CAR WILL iV
since withT1IK
aMH INF out
BASKET AND THE ICE AVTOMO HI LeT Mil WI 1,1 M
Interruption.
IS SFIN 'IN
THE AMOVE PICIURE ON THE EXTKEME RIG'i 1
Morgan Is known to have been
putting stocks on the market for six
weeks as fast as it would absorb.
With him are Jim Hill, an old enemy of Harrlrnan's,
and Keene,
whom Harriman broke in the Northern Pacific corner. The Moores and
Daniel Held and the entire Rock Island crowd with Morgan, are bitter
at Harriman for trimming them ln
Alton.
The belief is general that this powerful crowd lay In wait for Harriman. When the January break came,
Harriman bought furiously believing
the market was at the bottom. The
other crowd sold continuously.
The climax came when Harriman
was reported to have sold 200,000
Hharert of Union Paelllc at a private
sale. If he sold previously down almost to bare control this 200,000
shares would wipe it awny. It Is
through Union Pacific that Harriman
controls Southern Pacific, Illinois
t'entral and the newly acquired Baltimore & Ohio. All Is gone if Union
Paclilc is.
Two great facts stand out to prove
this. Harrlmnn's alies are the Stanu-ar- d
HHiCflT!'''
!j
!UJJ'.JJil.1!llLUlJUJPIMaWIBnsJILjn'Qi
ii.r"''"'
liLllJ
Oil crowd, Wm. Rockefeller,
Rogers, Frlek. It has Just become
known that Rogers has been hard
pressed, and Wall street authorities
" V1'10111110
THE WELLMAN EXPEDITION. NO. say
he's been going about hat In
II I. IIIE GltEAT
Dltl
WHEEL IN FHONT.
IT
IS
BUII.T
BIG AND HEWY AND IS EXPECTED TO BAI .Wti: THE REST OF hand. It Is significant unit his pet
suposed to be privately finscheme,
spikes
i: mi ls,
s V.(V.Ai,'l,,N.,: IN..;,JM.I"N"THE ICE.
anced tlj Tidewater railway was
forced last week to make a loan of
ten millions. The second fact is that
Jim Keene Is the happiest man ln
New York ami smiles new for the
first time since Harriman broke him
and drove his
Talbot Taylor, into bankruptcy.
BLOOD
f

121 RAILROAD AVE.

Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
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MERCURY

the

of

D0E5 NOT CURE

son-in-la-

POISON

While Mercury and Potash may mask the disease In the svsteni and
over up the outward symptoms f r awhile, they car. n it cure Contagious
Blood Poison; when the treatment is left off, the dise.i-- e will return worse
than before. Mercury and Potash eat out the (U'aate lining of the
stomach and bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia, cause the teeth to decay,
make spongy, tender gums, affect the bones and nt rvm, and often cause
Mercurial Rheumatism, the most hopeless form of this disease. Thousands
have taken the mineral treatment faithfully for year. i find, when it was
left off, that the disease had only been smouldering in the system, and the
old symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, falling air, copper-coloreipots, swollen glands, sores and ulcers, etc., would return in all tluit
...
l. : i
uioeousness, and iney were no nearer a cur
than when they first
:iuienced the treatment.
S. S. S. is the only certain, safe
ami reliable treatjin r:t for Contagious
Wood Poison.
It i the one medicine
that is able lipo into the blood and cure
PURELY VEGETABLE
the disease permaui-nt'.v- ,
and without in- jurv to any part of the system
S. S. S.
Joes not cover up anything, but so completely j ..Moves the poison
that no trace of it is ever seen a;;ain. This ineili, i:... will also remove
auy bad effects left by previous mineral treatment
ly
S. S. S is
of roots, herbs and barks;
we ofier a r. vard of fi.ix for
proof that it contains a parti: le cf mineral in anv f :t". Write for our
home treatment l.ok, and if yoiKsire special m- d;. d a Ivh e, our phybi-SUWill be glad to furnish it, as well as the book, fov ,f ih
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
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RELEIVE9 FAIN,

Hot

"

BUILDS UP Tlffi SYSTEM.
CURES RIDSUMATISSI.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
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SHOE STORE

FIIT

ACCOMMODATION
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
See Santa Fe Agent for round

trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

STRAIGHT BANKING
That's All

$taie National BaraK
ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque

Foundry and
. MALL,

Machine

Works

Proprimtor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal avnd Lumber Cars
ings, Pulleys, Grad Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an 2 ShaftIron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmmmtr

on mining

mntt

mill Machinery

Foundry east side of railroad track.

AM) STEEL WOltkEUK
STRIKE EOK IIK.IIKK WAt.ES.
Hammond, Ind., March 'is All the
employes of the mills of the Republic
WE FILL
Iron & Steel company at East Chicago struck today for higher wage,
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
800 men wulking out and completely
tieing up the establishment.
The men have been receiving on an
At Consistent
average of 11.75, and demand 3 per
day.
Prices
Superintendent
Grove said today
that the plant would be closed Indefinitely before the increase woull
be allowed.
The utrikers, who are organized ;h
w. L.
& co
far as unions are concerned,
that if their demands are not conLI VERT, SALK, FEED AND
ceded to by tonight the men In lli
works of the Interstate and the inTRANSFER STABLES.
land Steel companies will also go out.
Kaxh of thee etahllhmeni employ Horses and Mules Bought and
about the same number of men us
the Republic company. No disorder
has incurred.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE RITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
"A young man has paid an actreKd
Capper Avenue.
for litters he wrote to her.
The surprising part of it is that ho
TO CURE A COLO N ONE DAY
never hail lived in Pittsburg."
"Vou mltjht know he never had " Take LAXATIVE RKO.MO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
"Why?"
"If he'd ever lived tli- -i
he'd It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
have let her keep them."
kignature is on eacu box. 25c.
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F. Keleher

DEVOES HEADY IMlvr
ne fiallon Covers 600 Square Kwl
PALMETTO HOOF PA1YT
Mop
Ijikm Hyc Years.
Ix-uk-

JAP-A-LA-

403 Witt Railroad
'

Arnu

Cliumlierlaiii's Colic.
Cholera aiul
Diarrhoea itemed).
This remedy hai been In ue t r
over thirty year and has proved
II
self ta be the most successful rem-- i
e.ly yet discovers J for bowel coru-- i
.
plaints. It !lt.v-- r fail,
ld by a I

drugget.

vrv,.

.rn
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AtBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE

It Is not good policy to sell thrm In thrlr present undeveloped state. Ten fo twenty years from now, when tho
great sou 111 west will be settled, these lands will have
values that will bo surprising.
The territory can Jose
nothing by waiting a few years, and by waiting it will
gain on Immense profit through the rentals and
vulues.
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"Did you put up at the Shcllmout
when you wer in New TorkT"
"Yes in advance, too."
Somebody says tho Panama canal
will be Roosevelt's grave. Fine Idea.
It'll take a grave Just about that
size to hold him.

I

99

1a Vegas Optic: The appropriation bill which
passed the house and came to the council last week had
been divested of many of Its best features by Uie council,
J I,
n to rive Chleagi ami will probably pass that body, but it is generally
It la said that Mr. Carnpgle Is
what
Just
Institution.
understood that it will not be passed by the house. This
nolher overirrown educational
IA
will leave all appropriations the same as they were durterm it will take Is not known, but It Is to overtop
learn-in"Dawberly's' father died and left
ing ths past two years, as the old appropriation bill will
travaant outlay .Mr. Rockefeller's octopus of
him enough money to finish his art
be effective In case another Is not passed.
education."
Hut the present university fills the purely scholasticy
"Good. I suppose the old gentle' According to Dr. Crapsey, the church of the future man left him at least $10,000,000.
Held; Mr. Armour toaa occupied the local field of
univerlty provides for post- will be a Socialist club, concerned only with the materia!
; tiie Washington
A current magazine has an article
graduate. Vrk and higher research, and the Rockefeller welfare of its members.
That would be quite sufficient- on "What to lo at a Wedding."
estabto
fund of 110,000.000 supplies help to the smaller himself ly liberal to satisfy a goodly number, and with a get- - There Is only one proper thing
do at a wedding. The bride's mothk
annex would "be quite satisfactory to a good er
lished collge, so that Mr. Carnegie will find
does it.
m --..
well hedged about In any effort to make an educational many more.
Tom Law son made $2,600,000 the
other day by not buying a copper
Tet If he Is looking for an opportunity to really
mine. Several 80,000,000 of Tom's
left
chance
one
Is
there
wealth,
tho obesity of his
fellow citizens also restrained from
$
WITH
8
MAY
WHAT
DO
MRS.
SAGE
he
If
uplift.
educational
buying a copper mine, but they
left to him along the line of
0
didn't make a cent.
would set aside his Income for one year, any 110,000.-MILLIONS
HER
HUSBAND'S
$
or 120,000,000, an a fund to promote industrial
Caruso wired to a Chicago hotel
to reserve a room for him, and addchools, he would d a frreuter practical good than all
accomhave
feller's,
ed that he. expected to have a good
tils former aiftsa.ld.il to Mr. Uckt
The announcement that $10,000,000 of the late time while in Chicago. If he does,
plished.
he'll be the first man who could
Improvemoney
Sage's
given
be
to
Is
to
the
such Russell
The Income from till fund could ko in some
have It there.
country
In
ment
excited
of
social
conditions
endow-nient- s.
this
has.
library
his
dispensing
a way as he ha used In
Kvenlng
Citizen
Interest.
editor
The
of
unusual
The
"You were once the leading batter
Industrial
to such town n would maintain
f has received a number of letters asking for iui ex- of your league, weren't you?"
part
larger
or
the
pay
whole
the
would
It
whmils.
"Yes, but please don't refer to It,"
equipment, planation of the purposo of the "Sage Foundation."
replied the retired ball player. "My
the initial cst of the school buildings and
possimore
is
to
outline
difficult
do
than
It
the
scramwife
enger
a
throws It up to me every time
uid woiikl doubtless result in nt least os
bilities of the fund because the plans, at this time, are she wants a carpet beaten."
libraries,
hi
for
been
ns
has
there
schools
ble for such
"Are you ready for trial '."' asked
reults would be incomparably rather Indefinite.
while the
said that Mrs. Sage in her gift has the Judge.
. It may be
larger.
"No, your honor," replied tho pristurned philanthropy In a new direction. It is a new
opAmerica is not In any present need of greater
oner. "I want more time.
departure.
who
girl
or
boy
No
education.
clutured
granted," said the judge.
portunities for
giver had "I "Bequest
If the custom of
behad Intended giving you 30 days,
the ambition for higher Wriilrg tan fail In it
hs
colgone
money
to
followed
been
would
have
the
I'll
It
60."
make
Kvery
slate
cause of his r moteness from a college.
leges and universities or to public art galleries or to
boys
the
Hut
quantities.
In
singly,
but
not
"Has a reception committee been
has them
museums or to public libraries.
Hut Mrs. Sago has
Vive
President
who wish to fit themselves for a trade, and they are elected to spend he'r money in helping that humanity appointed to meet
apprenFairbanks?"
door
of
at least ninety of the hundred, find the workmanship
"Yes, and It's a dandy. It consists
which nine-tentof It Is given over to a constant
ticeship closed and the way to skilled
of a lawyer, railroad president, trust
struggle for existence.
AUTOMATIC
ntfllionaire,
u 4llrtlcult a. the way to a profession.
undertaker, grny,-.
. The Sage, millions arc to go, first, to a study of ger and the Ice man.
power.
To change this Is within Mr. Carnegie-the needs of the poor and weak, and then to the help
"With the mngtc wand of his surplus millions he can of
What She'd Get.
And that Is also a new turn of philanthropy.
them.
Kind I.nilv I.lttlo fill If T eavB
bring to thousands of boys the Incentive to Intelligent Heretofore those who have given
lives to the you 10 cents with which
their
M WW
latent
to buy what
develop
to
opportunity
haixl training and the
study of the problems of ignorance, and poverty and you liked In the candy store over
talents that would bring them Into their own, that they vice the thinkers and agitators have been those who mere wnai would you get ;
Little Klrl nnheHltatlnirlv
The
in turn.mlFht give It to the world. Duhilh News had no money to carry out their plans, save as they
stomachache!
Tribune.
;'
begged It.'
Sickness Short.
Now men of brain and heart are to take up the
Garry McGavcrn took to
problems of the poor, and be given money to do some- his"When
QUESTION OF TAXATION
deathbed his wife called In seven doctors wan afther anuther."
The question of taxation U always a prominent one thing..
help him any?"
It Is Impossible to say Just what the trustees of "Did they way
before each legislative meeting, not alone In New Mexthey did; he wasn't
"In wan
In the fund will do, but It Is easy to point out the things sick
ico but wherever a lawmaking body assembles.
Jong."
might
they
bettering
They
might
turn
tax
do
life.
in
social
new
one. legislature now In session, fully fifteen
liy Tlioy Ix'ft Uie ProcpHslon.
their attention to:
measures have been Introduced.
Oooley 'Phoy did th' last sec' Among
The abolition of sweat shops.
these bills are measures providing for
tion lv the Hibernians lave th" proKnforcement of child labor laws.
cession?"
specific taxes on private freight lino companies, teleTenement
reforms.
house
Flaherty "A brewery wagon cut
phone companies, foreign corporations doing business in
In ahead lv them an' when It turned
night
Vacation
schools.
on
and
tax
registry
a
transactions,
state,
of
trade
board
the
off at th' next street they followed
Play grounds for poor children.
mortgages, the Increase of tho railroad gross earnings
It by mistake!"
hospitals.
More
free
a special tax on the retail liquor business, an
Albuquerque, New Mexico
"So Johnny is almost
in high
public
Kree
baths.
tax, an income mortgage tax, and a tax on cigarschool?"
Settlement
work.
system
Indirect
of
provide
a
foe
These
ette dealers.
"Yes; he's had splendid marks In
Homes for aged and orphans.
whittling and beadwork and baking
taxation that would greatly increase the state's reve-tiuepowder
Free
appl!-oatlolectures.
biscuits. If he were only a Hi
Some of them are simple In principle and
little more careful In sewing squares
only;
upon
are
few
These
a
of
rethe
lines
which
the
would
complicated
decidedly
and
are
others
I shouldn't be a bit afraid about his
'Tis Spring!
quire Intricate administrative machinery to put them in Sage trustees can work in relieving distress, equalizing passing." Puck.
Of seasons all, it is the king.
opening
conditions
and
opportunity
to
of
doors
the
3. D. Basin, President
An autocrat
force.
Cbu. Mellni, fecrvtarr
Suspicious
O. Gloml, Vioa President.
oft your hat.
Take
O. Bchechl, TreMsPar,
Commenting on these measures, an exchange in those who need.
Tramp
meetFirst
union
"At
de
by
Jing!
Or
It
off,
have
wafted
this Is not
It is helping the In' las' night we blackballed a fel
that state thinks that nothing could show more force- needyAnd
Washington Herald.
to help themselves which Is real charity.
lar!"
fully the necessity of a permanent tax commission to
Tramp
Second
"Wot
fer?"
Wrong
The
Time.
lft out such legislation In advance and provide IndisThird Tramp "Somebody got up
Miss Moblnson
"Does yo' love
X)00XX0XXXXXXXX00000000000
r i
Successors to
pensable Information to assure the legislature that in
an' said dey saw him standln' In me de bestest ub unnything In dls
MELINI
EAKIN,
QIOMI.
BACHECHI
and
A
muklng
8
a
front
of
hardware
store
was
not
in
experiments
lookln'
worr ?"
It
WHAT THE NEW YORK TIMES
uch a broad reach of
at a hammer an' nails!"
WMOLKmALK DKALmRB IN
Mr. Moseby
"Ah does honey!"
.serious mistakes. Taxation is a science. It cannot be
8
Miss
Koblnson "An"
does yo'
SAYS ABOUT AGED MRS. EDDY
learned In one session of the legislature, no matter how
A Collector.
love fo mee keep
single-minde- d
If you'd be a collector
"Ya-a- s
the members may be nor how patriotic
Mr. Moseby
It do, honey."
OCKXXCXXsXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOC0
early
life,
in
Start
astrono-ners
Miss Koblnson "An' aftah we tn
Taxation experts are fewer than
and sincere.
Wi
wrylblng la ttoek
job,
cottage,
a
Get
New
then
a
The
gives
Insight
some
York
Times
outfit th
into
the
yo'
promise
married
to wo'k fo'
does
or great artists, and the study of it from the legal physical
most fastidious bar oomploto
And then a wee wife.
me an' suppo't yo' honey always?"
and
mental
Chrisconditions
of
the
founder
of
mastery.
Flag
of
point
battle
the
not
to
by
come
is
half
the
stork
taid
Mr. Moseby, (suddenly Impatient)
Hsva bean appointed sxcluelve agents In th Southwest for Jos. B.
tian Science In the following:
With a baby or two.
(
"Look hyar. Miss Koblnson. Dat
These facts have led several of the states to conSchlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C Browsrles; Yellowstone.
Oeorge
Washington
appears
plainlaugh
who
as
To
Glover
to
tumble
am
and.
too
question
a
serious
to
discuss
sider' the desirability of having a permanent tax
Green River, W. H. McBrayefo Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Men.
And gurgle and goo;
tiff In the suit. Is Mrs. Kddy's only child. In Decemat a time w'en we is bot feelin' so
arch, and ather standard brands of whiskies too numsrouo to mention,
Then you've a collection
comfo'tablel"
ber, 1843, when Mrs. Eddy was twenty-tw- o
years old,
Noboy can beat.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
she was married to Oeorge Washington Cdover, who had
That puts songs In your heart
Life.
Home time tomorrow, the day ending at midnight.
sell the straight article as received by ns from the best Herts.
your
And
companion
been
In
dance
a
a
of
brother,
feet.
oldest
Life
Samuel
her
Baker.
it?
what
is
leglslatlvu
u4 troubled existence of the thirty-sevent- h
Distilleries and Breweries In the United 8tat a. Call and lnssoet on
Houston Post.
Ah! who knows!
their marriage Mr. and Mrs. Glover went to
Stock and Prices, or write tor 111 nitrated Catalonia and Pries Ust
Assembly of New Mexico will come to a close.
That a After
visit,
a
Just
Wilmington,
N.
C
where Mr. Glover could obtain high
TluTvioTln.
Issued to dealers only.
I suppose;
Jtitfh of relief and a feeling of gladness will rlpplti over wages
as u bricklayer.
months afterward he died When Milly plays the violin.
Joy and sorrow
th4 territory from the San Juan to the lower I'ecus, from of yellow fever, and Mrs.SixGlover
Our hearts are moved with strange
For a day.
returned to her fathUi4 Raton mountain to Stein's posi, cannot be doubted. ers
delight;
Then tomorrow
home at Tllton, N. H., where four months later Half gay,
we
In
half
drink
sad.
possibilities
It
higher
yet,
legislature
no
ever
met
with
And
We're away.
the son was born.
Its piercing sweetness dims our
t usefulness. The majority was so overwhelmingly
Bight;
It was stated
Mrs. Kddy gave up the son when
Youth and morning;
that nothing need have prevented the enact- he was a baby, that
Manhood, noon;
Mrs. Kddy has denied this, in one Our fragmentary hopes and fears. ;
Like scattered tlower petals, blow
ment of the best laws. The personnel of the member- of her writings but
Age the warning
boy
she
declared
was
the
that
taken
The
old
look
through
backward
the
Night
avercomes soon;
ship was exceptionally good a long way above the
away
years.
Just before her father married a second
Shines a star to
age as to charactei and ability. Kverything pointed U time, from her she
young
see Future's rosy glow.
The
Light us; then
and that
remarried in order to get him back.
.a' session which (he people might long remember wll'i The family which
C. S. H.
'Tis not far to
cared
for
said,
him,
she
told
him
be
proved
to
gratitude and gladness. Hut such has not
Home again.
that she wus dead and took him to the middlewest.
Tlio Glad and Noisy Hand.
Krank Dempster Sherman.
I he case.
The demon of discord entered and blighted She never saw him until he was thirty-fou- r
years old
Now(
opera
friends,
kind
next
the
ery prospect. The session has been a wrangle, and and had a wife
Saturday night promises very well.
A Fable.
and two children.
Had to bay nut on political grounds.
The Interests of the
please
There was a bulldog, old and grim,
But
the
remember
audience
Another
George
has
version
it
that
Glover
and
can do almost half by showing propwho watched a country lane.
people., have been lost sight of In a discord as unneces- his mother resided In the same town
und at times in er appreciation.
If a song is good, Ten thousand battles he had fought;
sary as it was unfortunate. Such will be the position of the same vicinity for thirteen
years.
living
After
applaud
with
nor ever fought in vain.
your
it.
on
sit
Don't
hands
assembly In the estimation of the
the thirty-sevent- h
clap them together und make a
an uunt for a long time, George Glover went to live
noise. The encore is likely As In the road he lay one morn, an
with u Miss Mahala Sanborn, who became very much joyful
to
better than the original solo.
auto came along;
attached to him. She became the wife of Russell If be
you
or see a good thing And when the tooter squawked he did
New Mexican:
At the rate that immigration it Cheney, und they took the boy to live with them. In putdi it hear
along. The audience can
not deign to hear Its song.
coming into this territory, especially Into the eastern 1857 they removed to Enterprise. Minn.,
half the show if they try. Klk
young give
where
t'pon his tall the auto trod, and with
iialf, New Mexico will have fully 400,000 people in the Glover enlisted for the civil war. He was wounded at county (Kans.) News.
a yelp of ire
census of 1910, and probably a larger number, A ma- Shiloh, became a United States marshal, then a miner,
He fixed his long and deadly teeth
A
IVruuiiM-n- t
jority of those who have come into the territory since and finally went to live at Iead, S. T. Glover met
upon that auto's tire.
his
People always expect of a new edi1900, who are arriving in It these days, and who will mother In 1S7S. He is not a
tor something
way of a Now,
Christian
in
Scientist.
the
mile a minute autos are an awkootue by, 1910, are farmers who expect to make a living
This has been going on
Last October It was reported that Mrs. Kddy was salutatory.
thing to stop.
These are dying of cancer, and thut she was under the domina- so long that It is now too late to And soward some
and attain a competency by tilling the soil.
for
nine miles or more
change the custom. The
tU best possible citizens, and there cannot be too many tion of Calvin A. Frye, who acts as
bulldog
did
that
secretary
her
and
genernew
utterance
a
of
editor
Many of theiu have already made a success coachman, and that .Mrs.
of them.
ally sets forth his creed nnd faith.
lx?onard,
l'armclia
of
I.
iu farming in sections that up to within very recent Brooklyn, Impersonated tile leader of the Christian He usually closes with these solemn Kach mile he wore away a bit from
threshing on the ground.
words:
"We have come to stay."
years were thought to be arid, unproductive and unfit Scientists before the public.
It was stated that Mr.. Tin- - only thing we are absolutely His sesamoids and clavicles were
for successful cultivation for all time to come. Those Leonard, and not Mrs. Kddy. drove through the streets sure of 1m contalMd in th' Jifcst,
strewn for miles around.
who are coming now are etill better prepared and will of Concord in a carlrage with Frye on the box. It declaration.
We shall remain.
We
And when that auto stopped at last to
r
by the experience of those who have come
uene-fiwas also declared that Mrs. Kddy was visited daily by a could not get away now If we tiled.
guzzle gasolene.
Wichita (Kans.) Beacon.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
them since 1900 and have experimented considerThat bulldog, grim and resolute, win
Boston cancer specialist and that he was secretly treatPhone 98
ably in dry farming and fruit growing directions. All ing her.
to
be
nowhere
seen.
Hail, Spring!
in all, the outlook fur the Sunshine territory for tn
The Times sent a correspondent to Mrs. Kddy's
"lis Spring!
Save that upon the left hind tire its
next few' years is of the very best.
home ill Concord to investigate these assertions and in- Get out and dance a Highland Ming.
owner found that night
yet,
And
I pray,
A pair of Jawbones full of teeth still
terview her. With a small party of men, representing
He
gay.
too
not
holding firm and tight.
The Arizona legislature has not only
other newspapers, lie was permitted to enter ' l'leasaiit
gambling, but the capital of that territory hus mad. View under the guard of members of the bouse. H. 1'nio those flannels cleave and cling.
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Moral.
even social card parties for honors or favors
offense. Cornell Wilson,
".Is Spring!
He like the bulldog if you will and
of the publication department of
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
So
lays
warble
and loudly sing
And now conies Councilman o'Neil, of Maricopa, the the Christian Scientists, prepared a list of
never fear the foe.
three brief
PER TON
18.50
Hut careful be.
Hut don't forget at certain times it's
county where the capital is local, J. uiih ,t hill prohibit- questions, and would not permit any otiiers to be askFor hully gee,
BEST AMERICAN
go.
BLOCK
better
to
let
ing what is commonly known as "treating," and puts a ed.
These carefully prepared questions were decided You make take cold and likewise
Deorge Fitch, In Peoria
PER TON
$6.50
wing!
stop to one person's buying a drink for another, under on fully an hour before the. reporters saw Mrs. Kddy.
lllakely's local option bill
penally of a misdemeanor.
newspaper
After the
men had awaited Mrs. Kddy
providing that a majority vote only is in
x
instea a long time, she suddenly apeared before them premany
to
ulpc
heretofore,
salo
as
mil
in
of
pared for her drive. The gown was costly. Her hat was v
community, passed the council by a vote of s to t. The bcribboiied and bore
KKnDMBBBBHBn
hito plumes.
So extravagantly S
council also passed the juvenile court bill, prowiiing thai overdressed was she that she wuuld have attracted at0)I I V
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
children under twelve cars of age who are Incorrigible tention anywhere, and although her hands shook with v
FOR
12.25 AND 12.75
IWr Hall Place of Recreation.
wii
shall pass under a period of probation In f oe helng coin, pal-is
she was so roughed that she appeared to have
woiir.it comtn
Stii'eU, Arizona' uing-mumilted in the lef oi m rchool.
the complexion of a
nmg girl. She appeared to be
TO?
Class
Wines
First
Liquors
and Cigars
lie grottinK
petulant, impatient ami fussy, but entirely dependent
lVjon.1 s.
on Krc. who in footman's livery, stood beside her
:ut ttu Wl,v
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
l)lp
rcople who inhabit this part oflh itit
".: while she answered tin- - questions.
New .Mexican:
House bill No I'll, providm
will
,adj to thrir health, length of l fP
managing I he territorial school lands, seems to have lot
All those who surrounded her endeavored l
Keep
BOaVOBO
h:'M'OaV
if they ..at Itallin- its object the simplifying of the managing of these lands the ii porters ,,t ;i distance, and when Mis. Kddy had
;1Vi..,
.'ine thiiiK true f our rolls ;,.,.. uha'
ond Die gling to the commissi, mcr of public lands sui'i
tb,. prepared questions in a low and somepastry.
.other
Sure you !,.
powers that there will be less friction. It gives him
what iinl. stin, i voi, ,. siic was Immediately escorted to
th- EXCURSIONS
name ?
g
help in the oltice and for
ami carin,' her enulane. and af-.the robes had been carefully
Finest Whiskies ,
for Die lands in an expert way. lie h is long needi d lucUi.l a o n n hel sh.. s.,s whisked away.
TinPIONEER BAKERY,
Willi this additional lo!i a strong
such assistance.
.nipi ssioii g. line. I by those who saw Mrs.
:.
leading system can In built up that will s tiin- day he
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
was in.it whih sin- might be in as perfect health
07 South Tlrst StrtMl.
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
greot thing for the territory.
The bill, however, slmiie! as a woman of her eurs could be, she was In her secl4ike Ciiy una Itctuni $3I.S.
I
.March 30 to April 2.
HOT C1IOOOLATF
1e amended so that all lands that congress gave to Xc. ond chibihood. and was entirely dependent on the
Limit nixty
V4l.
8 AM PLC AND
TOVK imi'Q STORE.
days.
Mexico kchouls and educational institution
shall l.) stronger minds of the more youthful persons who
0
West
Railroad
Avenue
CLUB
ROOMS
Mexico t ilj und lUlniu
withdrawn from the market and not sold, but bused f iriiit il her household
$40.2,.
If you want results
April 2r, to May IS. Mmlt July 31.
uurertislut.
tr an Kveclsg cuion in want
a4.
MR. CARNEGIE'S OfTORTUNlTY
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Protect Your Books from the sand
Storms by using the "GUNN" Sec-
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tional Book Case.
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DR. TIGHT IS

MYSTERY

SUPERSTITION

WHEREABOUTS OF

OF GAMBLERS
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1

EVENING

CITIZEN.

OPPOSED CITY BUILDING CASE
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GREEN'S HOUSE

224

BILL HO.

RE-
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MISS

IN VICTORY

HATTIE

The Best

HD.

MRS.

BECOMES

FOR CITY

DROLETT

MORRIS
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Year-Rou-

SPE.OAC
or MAtt

Floor Covering

nd

Mattin g. Cleaner than a carpet, extremely durable and
easy to take care of.'

CAUSES

Was Last Seen on Bar el as Says Saline Lands Were Giv- Dlmas vs. Vigil First WorK for Marriage Complete Surprise
Bridge With Young Man.
en to University by
Petit JuryCrand Jury ReBride and Groom Off
to
Have
Believed
Eloped.
Act
of
turns
True
Bills.
Congress.
to California.
Mutilation of $2 Notes -S- hortest
Senatorial Term
Juan It a GabaJdon, the
House bill No. 224, by Amos
The cuse of Otero vs. the city of! Friends of William Morris, the
girl who mysteriously
disappeared Green of Socorro county, which Is AiDuquerque, involving the owner- Hailroad avenue jeweler,
on Record.
will be sur, now in the committee on territorial ship of the city hail and the rent
Washington, March 20. The large
nnmber of two-- d oiler bills that have
reached the treasury lately with each
of the corners neatly torn oft caused
an investigation as to why these particular notes were mutilated In this
peculiar fashion. They came In wltn
the currency sent by various banks
for redemption and were subsequently replaced with new notes.
It la no uncommon thing for notes
to reach the treasury badly torn ami
unfit for circulation.
That is the
reason why (hey are sent there. Investigation who wed that these
bills seemed to come almost
entirely through New York banks.
The secret service men In that city
were instructed to look Into thu
cause of this epidemic of torn notis
and In a short time the treasury ofof the
ficials had an explanation
whole business.
The members of
the sporting fraternity, those who
play the races and patronize pool
rooms, the men of small bets, known
as "pikers," were the fellows who
Invariably tore off tha four corners
bill before placing it
of a
on a 'horse.
explanation
was simple. UtThe
a
terly without reason, these men
posxessed of tho Idea that this
particular denomination of notes was
unlucky and that no horse could win
note on him unless
with a
the corners had .been torn away. It
was not a crime to do this and tho
presumption is that the "pikers" will
go on tearing away
these corner
fragments until some"other superstition fad comes up in Us place.
During the recent session of congress Jt was a new voice that announced "a message from the president of the United States," whenever
was
an executive communication
transmitted to that body. The strident tones with which this announcement had In the past been made disappeared when former Assistant Secretary Barnes waa appointed postThe new
master of Washington.
assistant secretary to the president Is
M. C. La.Ua, end hla voice Is soft and
Tho rise of the latter has
musical.
He was a Kansas
been remarkable.
lad when the Oklahoma territory was
opened up and had been a school
teacher as well as a stenographer.
He was In demand In the early okla-hnm- e
daya and was soon in a county
H came to
office at a good salary.
Washington as a clerk In the Interior department, and three weeks
after going to work was transferred
to the white house.
This was due
to his expert methods as a stenographer and his trustworthiness,
which waa tested early.
He Is as
modest today as when he first came
to Washington and everybody about
the white house likes him, which !s
AiMiethlng that cannot be said of
every member of the executive staff.
twj-doll-

two-doll-

ar

ar

two-doll-

ar

Fred Mulkey, the youthful senator
from Oregon, elected by the legislature to fill out the unexpired term of
the late Senator Mitchell, and whi
was permitted to sit In the senat-- i
only a trifle more than a month, goes
back to his home with the Idea tha'.
a senator's job Is a good one, and
fired with an ambition to obtain a
term that will give hlnv a
lease on senatorial life. After paying his respects to the president the
other day, Mr. Mulkey remarked to
the newspaper men that he liked the
life very much and was coming back
some day for a full term.
Mr. Mulkey'a frvlce In the senate
was unique.
When the republican
vacancy occurred, there was a democratic governor, who naturally appointed a democratic member pending the meeting of the legislature.
The legislature met In January and
Jonathan Bourne was elected for the
full term and Mr. Mulkey to fill the
temporaray vacancy.
Mr. Mulkey
arrived in Washington after the last
edition of the Congressional Directory had gone to press.
He never
saw hla name on the official list of
the senate membership, save on roll
calls, and his service was so brief
that the committee 1n charge of the
business of the body did not think it
essential even to assign him to any
committees. Mr. Mulkey had a private room and a secretary, but no
work to perform.
He always was
in his seat and ever ready to respond
to roll calls. He took things easy,
enjoyed himself by getting acquainted and finding out what he could
have done had he been there a little longer, was pleasant and affable
and everybody was his friend and,
sorry to we him go when his term
expired. Mr. Mulkey can now return
to Oregon and as long as he lives he
will be known as "senator." Whenever he comes to Washington he will
have the privilege of going upon the
floor of the senate.
six-yea-

.

from the home of her foster parent-Mr. and Mrs. Pedro OabaJdon. Sun
day afternoon, la atill missing.
The police were made acquainted
with the case on Monday, but in the
hope of recovering the girl, or getting
some clue to her whereabouts by
keeping silent, no announcement of
the disappearance was made at the
time.
The case Is one that is hard for the
officers to unravel. At the time the
girl disappeared she was supposed to
have been with another girl friend
and two young men.
The girl with
whom Juniata left home says they
went U the river bridge, south of
town, and that she and her company
returned to thel." homes In Barel.u,
while Juniata and her company
crossed the bridge and soon were lost
to sight in tho distance.
When questioned by the officers the
girl who was last with Juniata told
many different stories of the case end
the police are of the belief that she
knows tho true state of affairs If she
could be made to divulge them. Sho
says hat Junnlta was with a young
man named Romero; that she does
not know his first name, and that
their destination at tho time she left
them was unknown.
Another story
told by the girl connected another
young man of Barelas with the cas.
but when this person, was taken before tho girl site admitted that he
had nothing to do with it.
She
further states that the did not want
Juanlta to ficcompany herself and
company Sunday afternoon, but that
the girl who is now missing Insisted
upon going.
She says that Juanlta
first asked her to get the permission
of her (Juanlta's) mother to go, and
that she made this request of the
parent and was refused.
Then, says
the girl, Juanlta said she would go
without consent, and that the four of
them walked to the river bridge,
where they remained for some time,
and from which place Juanlta and
Romero left In the opposite direction,
while she and her company returned
home.
Because the girl claims to not
know Komero's first name, the officers are of tho opinion that his name
is not Romero at all, but that if
some young man really has eloped
with, the girl It Is one whom her
friend in Barelas is trying to shield.
The police admit that the case Just
now Is a puzzling one, but they have
no doubt but what they will bo able
to find the missing gild and get her
story In due time.
Pedro Uabaldon, the foster father
or guardian of tho girl, Is an employe
of the H. Benjamin & Co furniture
store on Gold avenue.
He is much
worried over the actions of the young
girl and is himself assisting in the
search for her.

affairs, will not be legal, should It
ever be .brought from the committee
and carried by both houses of the
legislature, according to Dr. Tight,
president of the University,
"That land belongs to the T'nlver-sltby an act of congress,"
said
Dr. Tight over the telephone
this
morning. "We were given It years
ngo, ii nd should the Green bill pass
It will not be legal. The saline lands
referred to are in Socorro county and
are under lease to Frank A. Hubbell.
Mr. Hubbell hns a ranch there. The
University derives the revenue. The
pople making the kick are people
who huve been In the habit of taking
salt from Crater lake, which Is located on the saline lands."
y,

1loiio I. ill No. 221.
The bill reads as follows:

Section 1.
That hereafter thj
saline lands granted to the territory
of New Mexico shall not be subject
to lease, or otherwise encumbered or
disposed of, for a period of five years;
but the same shall be reserved, and
the actual residents and citizens of
New Mexico shall have the right to
the free use of salt for domestic purposes from all salt lakes belonging
to the wild territory of New Mexico.
Section il. That all acts and parts
of acts in conflict with this act ar
hereby repealed, and this act ehall
take effect and be In force from and
after Its passage.

TELEGRAPHIC

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room- S7, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
r.'ew York Stocks.

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American Locomotive
Baltimore and Ohio
lirooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago reat Western
Krle com
IjOuiBville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Ontario und Western
Pennsylvania
Beading com
Uock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal
. .
Union Pacific
IT. B. 8. pfd

MOTHERS FAVOR LIGHTS.
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DAUGHTERS AND PAPAS
OPPOSE

MARKETS

121
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:ie',
91
64

64H
99
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171?,

35 14
13
29 14
117
7214
2014
68
1

1
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77
38
122
102

2114
8114

13014

1

22
37 bid

136

.
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Con

i9H
24

Copper Range
K214
9214
North Butte
30
Butte Coal
DO
ld Dominion
164
Calumet and Arizona
May cotton
$9.4$
Total sales 1,013,6011
Summary of Condition.
New York, March 20. Americans
in London strong, 14 to
above
purity, with St. Paul and Union Pacific nearly two points higher.
Good demand for stocks In the
loan crowd, special Inquiry for Pennsylvania and United States Steel. March will make favorable showing In matter of new structural steel
business.
Increase of treasury surplus Justifying deposit of customs receipts with
banks.
of
London expects no reduction
bank rate until well Into April and
not then. American demand for gold
proves heavy.
Treasury has redeemed $7,250000
of fours so far out of $109.C05,500
outstanding. Fourteen roads for second week of March show average
gross Increase of 14.39 per cent.

THEM

Which is the better: A town clock
with lights or without lights? That
Is the question.
"It's 12 o'clock, Maude," from
over the banister came a call.
"That's mother's voice," said the
young lady to her best young man.
"No it Isn't mother;
the clock
hasn't struck yet, and papa Isn't
home yet. I'll look at the clock."
She knew that the family clock
had stopped.
"No, our clock is stopped look at
the town clock," said mother taking
one more step down tho stairs to get
a better look at the situation in the
parlor.
The young lady stepped outside,
leaving the door open. She came
back In a moment, with victory
showing in every line of her face.
The clock in the steeple was dark.
"I can't see the dial, mother. There
are no lights to light It."
The young man moved nervously,
as the mother came one more step
down the stairs. He hadn't said a
word all during the conversation that
had past, and the situation was anything but comfortable.
"Well now Isn't that provoking.
What's the use of having a town
clock, if you can't see It. You must
be coming to bed soon," she said,
with a backward look of no unmistakable meaning, as a parting shot.
comThe young people nestled
fortably together again.
"There," said the young lady to
the timid young man." I knew that
I couldn't see that clock.
I'm opposed to having lights on the clock
and papa is, too. He says that the
bell is so loud that it keeps mother
awake."

--

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 20. Cattle receipts 8,000, including 600 southerns.
steady.
steers
Southern
Market
$3.75$r5.40; southern cows $3,250
4.00; stockers
and feeders $3.60(9
5.25; bulls SS.25W4.30; calves $3.50i
7.00; western fed steers $4.26 f 5.80;
western fed cows $3.00 W 4.60.
Sheep, receipts 4000, market steady
Muttons $5.25i(i6.00; lambs $7.SR i
7.80; range wethers $5.50 W 6.75; fed
ewes

$5.00W5.75.

Chicago livestock.
Chicago, March 20. Cattle receipts
21,000. Market, good strong; others
steady.
Beeves $4.104i6.80; cows
$1.70j)4.90; heifers $2.65415.30; calves $5.00 ft) 7.00; good to prime steers
$5.45(6.80; poor to medium $4.10y
$1,80 4?
5.40; stockers and feeders
4.75.

BRODIE

GETS ANOTHER PROMOTION
Alexamlur O. Brodie, formerly
governor of Arizona, has Just been
promoted from the position of paymaster and major to that of lieutenant colonel and asxiHtant adjutant
general In the regular army.
He Is stutlont'd in the Philippine
Islands, where he went immediately
after bring given an army appointment.
Gov. Brodie's promotion comes after two years of active service, he
having been appointed to office by
President Roosevelt when the Ari-solegislature was in session two
years at?". His term as governor expired and bis appointment was made
a few days prior to that of Governor
Kibtiey as his successor.
Col.
Brodie's appointment, hnw- ver. did not brink' him into his first
army experience. He was u graduate
of West I'otnt. and was long a member of the United States army.
to civil
Brodie, however, retired
lift! when the war hrok.t out with
Spain, and he became a member of
the famous RoukIi Uider regiment
as major. Liter being advanced to the
office of lieutenant colonel. His association with Koosevelt in the war
resulted in his being made gornor
f

At i'.onu.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
In d
Kill: s.MjK Iron and bra.--mm1, with mattress, etc.; almost
lounge, table, Morris ill. 1:1.
nn, range,
Ixwjkcase, diningrooin
J W
i..t,!e. table and sideboard
81
Kdith.
South
I'.irron.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES,
-

TORE.

receipts 16,000. Market
Sheep
steady to ten cents lower. Westerns
$4.00ff 6.fJ; yearlings If 001i) 7.1 0 ;
lambs $ti.uo(U 7.90.
Omaha Livestock.
Omaha, March 20. Cattle receipts
5,000, market steady. Western steer
$J.25(fi 5.25;
Texas steers $3.00
4.25; cows and heifers $2.50'u4.26;
canners $2.00 'y 3.00; stockers
and
feeders $3.00 (If 5.00 ; calves $3.00
6.50; bulls. $2.75414.25.
Sheep receipts 7000, market steady
to 5 to 10 cents lower. Yearlings
$5.40iU6.00;
$5.85 (it 6.60;
wethers
5 7 f, ; lambs $7.00
ewes
i 7.76.
Produce Market.
Chicago, March 20. Closing quota! Ions:
Wheat May 7 5 .i W U ; July
;
May 4 6 U
July
Corn
oatsMay 41&; July 3714.
Pork May $15.6714 July $15.7714
Lard May $8.8214: July $8.9214.
July
Kibs May
$(.:! 14t 8.65;
.7 j.

POT OF TEA COST
CORNWELL

$5

Thomas Cornwell. the man who
was arrested In the Sturges lunch
room last night, was given a hearing
before Judge Craig this morning.
Cornwell pleaded not guilty to the
charge of being drunk and disorderly. Bonney Arron, tho waiter
who ultended Cornwell in the restaurant, testified against him.
Cornwell contended that he had
been invited to the lunch room by
Charles Hubbell, who ordered two
suppers and paid for them.
He says
Hubbell paid for the pot of tea, over
which the trouble arose, and that
was the reason he would not pay for
It.
Mr. Arron says Cornwell ordered
the tea after Hubbell had left the
room, and that he was under thu InJudge
fluence of linuor at the time.
Craig, after hearing this evidence,
fined Cornwell 5 or live days in jail.
The defendant said he was to appear
before the grand Jury today and that
he would pay his tine.
Thomas Trimble, the negro w
was arrested lat evening on a
charge of having broken into the
lllield drygoods store a few days
since, this morning waived his preliminary hearing and was bound over in the sum of ID00 to await the
action of the grand Jury. Being unable to give bond, he was remanded
have taken the management
the Standard Plumbing & Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their patronage
..ml insure them the work will be
.I.,!'- - right, and the charges will be
fair.
lo.l.PH IIKSSKLDEX,
ltALPH DUNBAR.

Territorial Petit Jury.
The drawing
of the . territorial
...
. ......
Pnmnlnlait
ttetit liirv
tiff with the following jurors being1
v utuieu.
I
Antunln
Solomon Tnrr.
Jeronlnio Anaya, AmbroAo Garcia v
Araeon. Freilerlen Kami. c. w ir..,
Juan M. Montoya, Teodoclo Sando
val, Francisco Sandoval, Juan Car- da. fHrlnn llurrli AiehlA w.,1.ltA
Jose Aruuda, Jose L. Perea, Pedro
Apodnca, Ignaclo Hodriques,. Julian
Mora. Antonio Jose Padllln. I.,Vw
ya.f..ftnn
i ........
ll'ltillinnn
Hinsdale, Francisco R Chavez, Louis
Avermeyrr, vviinam uieasner.

i
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HOT

TIME

The Citizen Print Shop It
where you can get the mott for
your money. Wt print every. 1
IT thing but greenback
and pott. 1
it age stamps.
Either phone.
1

i

SANTA

ALBERT FA BUR'S

DRUGS,

wh

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIONERY

Moeond Mtroot

Main

50

springs

si.00 to $1.50
II
Nickel Alarm Clocks Repaired. ..50o II
II
Work Fully Guaranteed.

"jyj

jjChas. L. Keppeler

Hans Hanson
lie it

Coming
.

J

DEALER IN

i

AWNINGS

RAIL

V

317 and 319 South Second Street

Whereto Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Oc SAVED

UnderSavoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

ALL THIS WEEK

Convenience - Comfort - Security

.I.IH'il?FRQUK

.

CASH
COMPANY.

GRO-tlKIl-

The telephone makes Um
duties lighter, the cares 1cm

The

nd the worries fewer.
YOU 3VKia

telephone

four health, prolona y
and protects jour home.

A TEXEPnO.NE

IX YOUR HOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Values at
THE

CHAMPION

6R0CERY

CO;

Cannot be measured by ordinary
standards.

Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil

Y

FF

315
M. B. Fuller,

Staab Building

Get Busy My Prices for Work
11.00 to SI.

Watches Cleaned

45C

CUT-O-

PATENTS,

323 South

for 90c

FE

..

J. A. K REM IS

(Continued from page One)
Tills created another outbreak of
applause and the sargeant at arms
Seats on sale at Matson's book
nad to restore order.
The bill then passed'bver the gov store Saturday, March 23rd.
ernor's veto by a vote of 17 ayes to
nays.
The house then took up and passed house bill No. ITS, to abolish the
office of public printer by a vote
The Huns Hanson coniuiny arc
of 16 ayes to 7 nays.
lilgli-clasenUTtuJiiors, and Is the
It then took a recess until 4 o'clock In.
YMiipiuiy that vtlU apjionr here
this afternoon to permit the Joint this season.
conference commute to consider the
draft of a new appropriation bill.
It Is doubtful if thlssjolht committee will be able to agree upon anything In the shape of an appropriation bill In time to have' the same Prkei
50c, 75c, $1.00
passed in both houses before adjournment.
Some Minor Matters.
The house took action last night
upon a number of minor measures,
the principal feature being the report of the Joint conference comI
mittee on council bill No. 115, an act
refunding to educutional Institutions
funds expended In the location of
ON ONLY 90c INVESTED
lands, etc., with the recommendation
that the house recede from its
amendment, which provided that the
auditor should not be relieved from
responsibility on his bond for mis
appropriation of the funds.
After
a lively debate, participate
in by
Holt, Beach, Hudspeth and Abbott, of
Santa Fe, the report was adopted and
the house amendment stricken from
20 bars Sunny Monday Soap
the bill.
lively
Another
debate resulted
when the steering committee report
ed favorably upon house bill No. 75.
IO bars for
creating Artesia county.
The bill
was amended and passed the house
by a vote of IS oyes to S nays. How
ever, It will never b. considered in
the council.
Just received fromGirard, Kan.
The house passed council bill No.
100, providing for an addition to the
Nutreto
territorial capltol ami an executive the
Twentieth
Century Food
residence, etc. The Mil went to the
governor today and "ill probably be
Drink.
signed.
The session d
until 11 o'clock,
when It adjourned,
Jn the ( oinu-il- ,
Nutol
The council yrsterJay acted upon
a number of minor measures and ad
the All Vegetable Oil for
journed until 3 o'clock this afterCook in?.
noon.
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Oriental product. Linen Warp,
Attractive Carpet ' Designs,
made of Fresh Straw and is
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JUST RECEIVED

prised to learn of his wedding, whloh
occurred last night, and. while hit
most Intimate friends are experiencing the chagrin of the trlok he turned
upon them, ho with his wife,
is
speeding toward California, where
they will spend a three weeks' honeymoon.
Mr. Morris kept his plans a secret
up to the last minute.
The license
was procured late yesterday afternoon, and at 7 o'clock the ceremony
was performed at the home of Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper, of the First Presbyterian church. Almost Immediately
after the ceremony the couple were
aboard the train that was to carry
them on their honeymoon, as well as
to whisk them away from their unsuspecting friends.
Mrs. Morris was Miss Hattie Pro-let- t,
a resident of Chicago, but for
the last three months she has been
living in this city.
Mr. Morris has rented one of the
l)r. Wilson cottages on South Water
street, and Immediately upon their
return from California
the couple
will begin housekeeping
In
their
new and cozy home,
Mr. Morris Is
a well known business man and has
friends by the score who Wish him
well.

.

arrived
her.'
this morning from Jl iuntainalr, says
that the laying of the connecting rail
on the Santa Fe c
Is only a matter of a day or two.
The western
division has been completed for some
time and the construction gangs on
the eastern division, working westward, three days ag had reached a
point only three mil. s from the rail
ends of the western division.
This
point is Just ea-s- t of Ki'iis.
The ma,
sonry work at Kpri.-- where the cutoff track elevate;: t
a sullkient
height as to form a iuduet over the
probably th
Bock Island tracks,
most extensive in th world.
The
bridge is a ccnici.t nil forty feet
high.
The till at 1 ner end of this
ircli contains l0ii,o
cubic yards of
Money Market.
dirt. The workmen inployed doing
Money
New Yolk, March 20.
on masonry work on th eastern divis
cent; prime ion have been order- -i to Helen.
call steady, 2 la U 4 'v
ti
6
per
paper
U
cent;
U
mercantile
Tin-- : i.i:..irrr a. ri.vrr
silver tiii 't c.
vi,y -, .t'.u-ni sr
i:Kin.i:i:s.
I
1:1:11 ii:
11 Titi:i.i.i:
St. Louis Wis. Market.
Si. Louis. March 2". - VVo.il steady, liitMiiiii: co.. Mm: a.i:vis.
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down anil $20 monthly
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therefrom, has been settled and Otero
Is the owner of the building.
The
court Is of th opinion that the rents
assigned to Dr. Henry and collected
by him are wholly reasonable, and
that Armljo or Otero have no room
for complaint therefrom. It further
finds that from the time Otero gave
notice to the city to vacate that he Is
entitled to twice the amount of rent
called for in the lease. The decision
is consiuereu a victory ror Otero.
The case of Metenl & Kaklu vs.
Jose Casaus, resulted In a Judgment
for the plaintiffs of $28, by default.
The first Jury case to come before
the present session of the district
couri is mat or a Dan uinias vs.
Igll. Most of the evidence
was heard this morning and it was
hoped to give the case over to the
Jury about 3 o'clock this afternoon.
This suit Is one for damages alleged to have been Inflicted in lui4,
at which time, blmn alleges, Vigil
met him and gave him a severe heating. Vigil was tried in the . rlininal
courts a year ngo and was lined $50
and costs. The testimony in the
trial now on tends to show that the
assault was an unprovoked one,
though the defense is attempting to
show that the men had met earlier in
the day at Barelas and that the trouble had Its origin then. .Modesto Or
tiz Is representing the plaintiff, ami
w . C. Heacock is representing tho
defendant.
The grand Jury reported several
true bills' this morning.
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loor scii.:.s as strong as an ordinary door at prices tint defy
Window
bcieen doors In both strength and price.
strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
.screens that ,nt
astern-mad-
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snriv that !in llinni'i.lit Tier.
son has been accused of being the
author of the "measly correspondence" appearing in this paper from
Harlem. And we are highly elated
to know that our weak effort called
such emphatic and eulogistic words
corres-- I
of commendation.
Harlem
pondfiice.
(O.)
Carrolllou
Free
Press,
Wit nr..
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.ifid controlled the korw. Never once
did the rider use tho whip. Her gen
tle word" finally semed to assure the
distracted animal that It was all right
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5age is

ivirs.

and after probably ten minutes of re
r
sidence, he realised the futility
further opposition, and Rave up me
A
rider
If
quietly ns
struggle.
the
had merely stopped a momptit or ner
own accord, tho horse passed through
the gate and cantered tip to the while
house entrnnce.
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Times Ten Million to Poor of America

Signing IIIsi Photograph.
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1 have It today from good authority
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is the president of the United States.
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that some of the
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to therefore T
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Paint Now
before the vines are green ami climbing in your way, before the flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. 'Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than If your buying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty,
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Ready for your Spring Suit? .A $4 M
The Spring Rush for New Clothe Will Soon Set in
and Everybody Will Want Everything Right Away.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW. There', no
Clothing Better Than
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FIGHTING FOR
MEXICO
Island-Frisc- o

Paso Line

,r

4

Wants El
Pacific Coast

RAILROADS ONLY' ASK FOR
JUSWH, SAV8 WINCflKLb.
President II. L. Wlnchell, of the
Rock Island system, says, concerning
the railroad situation: "If the interstate commerce commission does its
work wisely and sanely, as I believe
It will, the railroads have nothing to
fear.They will get Justice, which
Is all they ask. I am relying upon
the sound sense and fairness of the
American people to stop, before the
situation becomes acute financially.
It is a mistake to say that the railroads are retaliating by reducing
their service and abandoning great
enterprises. It is simple prudence, a
bowing to the storm. We are forced
to stop building new lines, buying
new cars and other equipment until
we know where the money is coming
from.
It is simply business sense

Mexico City. Mexico, March 20.
report which has been current
In Kexloo for pome time that the
FVlaoo-Hoc- kare
Island
interest
working for control of the El Faro A
Soata western railroad, and that it Is
le
to be extended to a point on the
OMiHtr 3f Mexico has been prac-UoaIsland
Rock
confirmed.
The
coaaects with the El Paso & Houth-westeat Santa Rosa, N. M., and
usee the latter line Into El Paso. The
HI Faso & .Southwestern runs west
from Bl Paso to Benson, Ariz., a distance of 295 miles, crossing the continental divide at the lowest grade of
an? transcontinental road. A branch
of the El Paso St .Southwestern runs
soath from Douglas, Ariz., to
Mexico, a distance of 77 miles.
It as this branch that Is t be extend-a- d
southeast through Mexico to the
port of Guaymas, a distance of about
31
mile
The concession for this line was
obtained some time ago by the
of Phelps, Dodge & Co,
Un original builders of the El Paso
St Southwestern.
It is said to have
to the
been transferred recently
FYtfleo-Koc- k
B. F.
Island interests.
Yoakum, chairman of the boards of
Island, is said to
the Frisco-Roc- k
have been largely instrumental In
bringing about a consummation of
he plana for this enlargement of the
combined system in the southwest.
It m not until very recently that it
mem definitely decided whether the
extension of the El Paso & Southwestern should be built from Benson
west to San Diego, Cal., or from
fMMathwest to Guaymas. It was
Anally determined to adopt the latter
roarte.
Later on the Han Diego extension may be built.
The selection
of the Guaymas route was made after
personal
inspection
trip
of
made
a
to Goaymas and other ports on the
Pacific coast of Mexico by James
Campbell, of St. Louis, and other
n embers of the boards and directors
of the Frisco and Kock Island companies. These directors also made a
careful inspection of the El Paso &
.southwestern, and it is aald to have
been upon their favorable report that
the Mexico concession of the El Paso
St Southwestern
was transferred to
the Toakum interests.
Another thing .that led to the aJop.
Horn of the Guaymas
extension instead of the one from Benson to Kan
TMego was the fact that the Southern
Pacific, under the direction of K. H.
Harriman, is very active at this time
in railroad building in western Mexico.
Not only is the old Guaymas
line, or Sonora branch of the Southern Pacific, being extended southeast
down the Pacific coast to the orts of
Maaatlan, Atalta, Topolobampo and
8an Bias and to the Interior city of
Guadalajara, but a cut-oof the
Southern Pacific Is also being built
from a point on this extension to a
connection with the Cananea branch
The latter
of Oie Southern Pacllic.
line runs from Naco south to nana-ne- a
and is called the Cananea, Yaqui
River St Pacific, which is the name of
the new lines which Mr. Harriman
and his associates are building In this
ooantry.
The Cananea branch will
be connected up with the main line
of the Southern Pacific in Arizona by
the building of a few miles of road.
More than 6,000 men are employed in
and
the construction of the cut-othe extension that is being built down
the coast from Guaymas.
The first
was recently
division of the cut-oopened for traffic and more than 300
miles of the Guaymas extension will
coon be placed in operation.
It was this activity in railroad construction work on the part of the
Harriman interests that caused the
Yoakum interests to decide to build
the line to Guaymas without delay.
The survey has been made and officially approved by the federal authorities here.
More than 700 men
are now at work clearing the right
of way for the proposed line and the
contract has been let for grading the
trret 100 miles of the rouJ. The concession under which this new lino is
being built also provides for Its
further extension down the Pacific
coast, touching at a number of ports.
If the concession is carried out the
Harriman and Yoakum roads in Mexico will parallel each other for several
hundred miles In Mexico.
The El
enPaso St Southwestern
already
croaches upon territory that was long
occupied exclusively by the Southern
Pacific in Arizona and New Mexico.
The former roud has had a narvel-ou- s
growth. It now has more than
0 miles of track. Including the muin
line and several branches.
That the Harriman interests are
beginning to feel the power and effects of railriad building competition
that Mr. Yoakum and associates have
been relentlessly waging In Texas and
IjOUhdana during the last few years
an not be doubted.
This makes
Ike entry of this railroad building
war into Mexico ail the move intei
rating and important.
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SEETHING IN THE
Concord, N. H., March 19. After
maintaining Its grip on New Hampshire through the defeat of Winston
Churchill, author, amateur politician
and altruist, the Boston St Maine
railroad is likely to clinch Its hold
If the state government is committed to a mammoth free pass project
which has been launched In the face
of a revulsion
against
rullroad
gratuities all over the United States.
The capital Is now In the throee
of this attempt to turn back the
ethics of statesmanship a half century. From the high expectations
raised during the valient tight of
Winston Churchill, when he at least
forced his party to adopt an ostensible reform platform, the people have
uer-i- i
urougni im eartn again
The Lord bill, which"v T.rnv ........
o..,.
.t
owning a steam
,
i"'iuirun
inuroaa wnmn mis
sideratlon
f its valuable

Vi"V;..Vl'KRH
'

THE

IS

road In New Hampshire. There are
less than 100 mi'es of railroad In
the state not belonging to It. It
has the state "sewed up" in transportation as well as politics.
The connection between the railroad and the legislature, which
would ride free lf the bill were a
law, Is physically very close.
On
one side of Main street Is the majestic state capltol.
On the other
side of Main street, barely
yards
away. Is the Eagle hotel. Separated
by a narrow alley from the Eagle
hotel is the office building of the
New Hampshire Savlnrs hank. On
the level of the second story of these
two buildings a narrow covered
bridge connects them. It is called
ra oi wigns- - Dy the people
ol oncoru.
(In Ihn nnnap flAnv. .. 0 . t. - .. .
,u "
"pariments re
ed up

w!'"
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It Is Htlll resting in the committee.

yesterday morning.
V

DON'T WAIT.

Tufco Advantage of Albuquerque

fill-- -

wnw Experience Before it's
v
Too Ijate.
When the back begins to uche.

--

Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic:
Till serious kidney troubles
develop;
Till
urinary
destroy
troubles
night's rest.
Profit by nn Albuquerque citizen's
experience.
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308 Baca
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"I never had backache to speak of
until I came here five months ago
when It set In and became an almost
annoyance.
continual
If I would
stand long, and when I would wash
my back was so painful as it seemed
to kill me.
The persistent aching
made me so nervous at times that I
could hardly control myself. A friend
and neighbor recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills to me so I procured a
box. I had not used more than half
of them before the distress in my
back had ended and I was relieved
of headache, an annoyance
which
had distressed me a great deal. Now,
if I notice any sign of backache, I
Immediately appeal to Doan's Kidney PIIU and a few doses suffice to
dispel every indication of the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
26
o

Found at taut.
J. A. Harmon, of Lliemore, West
Va.. says: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of others
afflicted with typhoid
liver aad
chronic constipation, will say: take
Dr. King's New Life Pills."
Guaranteed satisfactory.
25c at all dealers.
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Subscribe for Tb

Evening Citizen.

Washington
Fashioned Apparcf

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
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ff

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DORMITORY. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. Feb. 19. 107.
.Sealed
proposals, plainly marked on the outside of the sealed envelope, "Proposals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
School, New Mexico," and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C will be received at the Indian Office until two
o'clock p. m. of March 21. 1907. for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials ana labor require.
to construct and complete a brick
dormitory with plumbing, ateam heat
and electric lighting at the Santa
Fe school. New Mexico, in strict accordance with plans, specifications
and Instructions to bidders which
may be examined at thia office, the
offices of the "Improvement
Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
Albuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican,"
Santa Fe, N. M.: "Evening Herald."
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Traders' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., Si.
Minn.-- .
Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Northwestern
Asao.,
Manufacturers
St. Paul. Wis.; U. 8. Indian Warehouses, at Chicago, St. Louis. Omaha
and New York, and at the school.
For further information apply to C.
j. uranaaii, supt., santa Fe, N. M.
C. F. LARRABEE, Acting Commis
sioner.

The Boston & Maine railroad is
almost exclusively affected by this
proposition. The "B. & M..." as
is called, operates 1100 miles of rail-it-

f
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New
on Tuesday.
of the session In done at the Eugle April 16, 1907, Mexico,
between the hours of
hotel.
9
a. in. and
o'clock p. m.,
Gov. Floyd has not by uny official of o'clock
said day, at the following voting
act yet put himself on record
replaces:
garding u railroad question.
First Ward City hall.
Chas,
Second Ward Orllce
of
t'hadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of Justice of
Peace, (ieorge c'ralg, Mouth Third
street.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Third street.
At which said election the Question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque. New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
further developments will come from the owners of real or personal prop
the stockholders, the men who have erty, subject to taxation, within the
subscribed to the fund.
said Cily of Albuquerque, New MexThe committee was assisted in Its ico.
work of soliciting subscriptions
to
In witness whereof I have hereunto
the fair proposition by an attractive set my hand and caused to be
affixed
booklet issued to explain the Idea. the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
It la entitled, "It's a Go.
A Fair New Mexico.
Proposition for You."
Is of eight
FRANK MoKBE.
pages In two colors and It briefiy
Mayor.
tells
of the alms of the association, with Attest:
a paragraph devoted to the different
K.
1IAHRY
I.KK,
departments of the proposed exposiCity Clerk.
tion. Copies of those booklets will
(SEAL.)
be distributed to the stockholders at
their meeting.
lllieumatic Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
Worked Like a Ctiariu.
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that and rest possible, which is alene
spicy Journal, the Enterprise,
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
Va., says: "I ran a nail In my foot Crocker, Esq., now 84 years of age,
last week and at once applied Buck-len'- s and for twenty years Justice of the
Arnica Salve. No inflammation peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, says:
followed; the salve simply healed the "I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
wound." Heals every aore, burn and rheumatism
my left arm and
In
skin disease.
Guaranteed
at all right hip. I have used Ihree bot
dealers. 25c.
tles of Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
o
It did me lota of good."
For sale
"Pleasure!
Pleasure!
Pleasure!" by all druggists.
roared the irritated husband.
"Always thlnktlrig of pleaaure!f Can t
KKK OI'O ItAHY
I1K.
you think of me once In a while?"
FORK Hl)YIi WE CAS PLKASE
"All right, George,' she answered YOU IN QUALITY AND PRICE. KU- sweetly. "I will think of you occaI IIKI.KK
HMflHH CO.. sue.
sionally.
Then you can no longer
IMKS TO J. I.o EHMONN.
accuse me of thinking of nothing
but pleasure."
Subscribe for Tlte Evening Otiaen

EL PASO FAIR IS A GO;

THE MONEY IS RAISED
It does look like the fair is a g
now for a certainty, says the El Paso
Herald. Although but little has been
said in the past week or two about
the progress being made, the committee having In charge the work of securing the subscriptions to the project huve been hammering away
steadily on the proposition and now
announce that the $50,000 necessary
to the success of the fair, at least for
the first year, has been secured.
Mr. Martinez, who was one of the
soliciting committee, stated that the
committee would get together and issue a call for the stockholders' meeting.
This will probably be held
some day this week, although at this
time it Is impossible to name any
definite time.
Now that the entire amount 'of
money has been pledged the future
plans for the fair will have to be
made by the stockholders at their
meeting to be held thU week. Just
what will be decided Ufion, whether
or not they will decide at this time
to purchase a site or where the site
will be located if they do purchase,
will be left to them entirely.
The committee was Instructed that
if 150.000 was pledged to the project
that It would be sulliclent to purchase
a site and give a fair the first year.
The work of the committee was to
get the money pledged to the proposition.
This they have done and any
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1200 REWARD

EVENTS

'

Is offered for the capture wt
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer f Be
detto Berardlnelll. Crime wai
mltted in Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

ALMANAC EVENTS.
March 11. Spring begins.
March 14. Palm Sunday.
March 16. Lady Day; annuncia- ruary
tion.
March 19 Good Friday.
March 11 Easter Sunday.
May 30 Memorial Day of O. A. R.

Deafnae Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, ea they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There la only one way to eure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube la Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed. Deafness la the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Ita normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever!
nine cases out of ten are caused by
Catarrh, which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One
Dollar for
any case of Dearneas Hundred
(caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall s Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHKNEI
CO., Prop.,
6hl
Ro!d by all Druggists.
Take Hall s Family Pille for constipation.
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J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE,

REAL. BSTAT
LOANS.
Automatio Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

A.

IT.

WALKER,

INBUmANOm.

Secretary Mutual Building
Uon. Office at SI 7 Wee Ral
venue.

m OCT OF THE COLD
we appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
la properly warmed. If youra la lack
Ing in any way, or If you are undecided what la the best system to In-tIn a new house and need Information that la trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
COMING

MAUGER
VJOOL
with

W. E.

all

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
The...
"SHORT LINE"

Offloe,

ALBUQUERQUE,

ton a

am aoi

JlS-215-- in

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Kind of Fresh and 8M
Steam Sauaage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWORT
Masonic Building, North Third
AU

&

DENVER

RIO GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For information a to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
Ocncral Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

N. M.

Dealers in Groceries, Provlriona, Hay,
Drain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Uqaaaa
and Cigar. Place your orders far
thla line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

to the mining campa of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springe and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Raube and Hauger
lis North First St.

AX

Mn

A. GLEYGTCn

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaV
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Blew fc.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M.
Give Hi yonr ROUGH DAY
Monday, and get It back Wodaeaviay.
imperial Laundry uo.
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Angeles, March ").- - Tii.it
it
Roosevelt is to blame for
panic in Wall Mi'et is the
tie recent
MWt .f President Ripley, of tli
.t,nlu IV railway system.
"I can e no good t.i rome from a
meeting with President
KooseVelt.
Uik un has been proposed ly J
MOIJ.MII.
if the- press
n:
h.
M
tile KUbjec t are correct.'
liipiey.
The president,"
he
continued,
a.u-rbe held responsible for h.i-- i
g started a brush lire that now
lia-- s
become a contlagrutlon.
ne of the results uf the hoMil - j
As
in state legislatures
j..d all prnfi.iM.nl extension
I'rc.-Kiet-

1
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New Style Spring Derby.. Dunlap & Hawet Arrived
A complete line of Boy' Clothing. Alio Men. Furnishings in stock

-

Na-ono-

-

from 310 to G2S

trainmaster of the eastern division of the Southwestern, who
Is suffering from blood poisoning in
the Hotel Dieu, is reported slighly
improved today and there are hopes
for his recovery, says the El Paso
wTo
Herald.
Mr. Koe was poisoned by
a sliver from a creosote tie that he ge?a,w!:Ubrida;ideff
was handling while assisting his men
In repairing the track after a slight
-?r
NOTICK OF SPECIAL KLHCTIOX.
derailment, and was operated upon
Ily
Authority of the City round! of
In the hospital last Saturday.
During his illness G. J. Williams,
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
chief train dispatcher of the eastern fore It got to the Judiciary committee Islature come across the street
trom
Notice is hereby given that an elecdivision, will be acting trainmaster, someone spoke ont loud. The pur- the
to meet In the Eagle ho- tion will be held in the city
of Albuthe appointment having been made pose of the bill became known, and tel. capltol
Most of the Important business querque,

repre-eatattv-

is

Kohn Bros. Union Made Clothing

have been printed probably have no
foundation In effect."
He added, however, that he believed it likely that President Harriman, of the Union Pacific, will retire
from active railroad life within a
year.

Object.

Los

l Alto Handle

In Texas and Oklahoma, and we ehall
order no new equipment or improvements anywhere until the present atmosphere
is considerably
clearer.
That portion of the public that invests In railway securities cannot be
expected to put up its money without
reasonable assurance that the funds
will not be Irrevocably lost.
"I have no means of knowing that
Mr. Harriman was or was not
jammed in the recent Wall street
flurry, or that he has or not lost contra! of the Southern Pacific and other
railway systems of which he was the
guiding spirit. My private opinion is
that the stories to this effect that

ARE

RAILROADS

Rock
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HELEN IS SI WILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2ixl40
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. I) GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF l.DOO PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 159 BARRELS
PA ILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE "AN' NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

COME

a

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AMD
TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER TIIK MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BEI.EN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

FKEH.-I1-

The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER,

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,

Im-

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

J

provement Co.

o
.OHN BECKER,

n
H

0

wwwOOaKoK0
KK4K040K
A Railway Center

TO BELEH, H, M,
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Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

WITH
WITH

8

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE UHOICEST LOTS.
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MBUQUKBQTO

HANS HANSON AT OPERA

LOCAL. AND

I

XTIIl'.ll IXHtKCAKT.
Colo., March 20. Fnlr
end Thursday.
Tit UN ARRIVALS.

A pair

No. 3 H:15 p. m. .
No. 1 First section,
nectltm, 8:(j0 p. m.
No. 8 7:SS p. m.
No. 4 12:M p. m.

arc talked Into
buying never lias tho mimo place In
your regard as the ono you take to

1

satls-tacUt-

ry

Ill

t...'

;

Alexander Re;id, of Simla Ke. Is in
town.
Charles T. Atliiir. of Tuciimcnri, Is
In town today.
A. O. Balnrldge. of ChlcuK". in ill
the city toduy.
J. A. Cashoon. of Phoenix, Ariz., is
In the city todny.
Attorney A. A. Jone. of t,ns VeKa'.
Is transacting business In the city.
Hans Hanson at the opera house
Monday-anTuesday nights.
Mrs. Henry Warren." of St. John
Ariz., Is In the city visiting and shop- -

of shoes yon

luitarally.
v 'Sweet penmnAloii may make a suo-iM the hrfriiinlng as far na a cole
Is.HiartTaorl hnt It rtepemls on the
lioe wlKMlior Uie end la to bo
or otherwise.
Our shoe are easy Hellers. People
arc attracted to them naturally and
prow to like them from esperlenee.
You ean't (fct any letter for your
money.- Von can't net a better fit no
matter how much yoa pay.
That's why our slioes are always
iuovImk. Try them.

!
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-

with characters
filled
with
. nnd
i
ii),iiip HtUl M1HUI1V! I'l u UHIU I,,.
III1,
have within the past few yenrs found
i. very
warm
in
tne
Directions
Mare
.
. t.
.
t
i
.
nans .iiannon,
u'ihloli iwiurn iu .lilt--- r.inn
i
miunr
Monday evening, is In this popular
eiaKK anu rurtnei niore, nns oeen
by competent critics fully
up to every accepted standard
In
poetry, situation and personnel. The
scenes are laid in a quiet little ham-It- .

i unit t a . , 1. .. ......... s l,tniilii.cl
ian
be Instantly recognized as Indigenous
i
in nearly every A nuMiaj n couiiLry
ne piece nristies witn
sriiiemeni.
Ntronu Hrjimrillf
iittlni Inf orsttomnfl
with plenty of clean wholesome cum- hiiu na oeen me niKgest Kind ni
hij
a hit ever since Hrst produced. Seats
on saie at Matson s. i
V,

1

VIVIAN CHAVES SHOOIS

AT MANUEL

Ping.

Urady. of Helen, has been in
town for a couple of days on busi

MARTINEZ

A. C.

Chaves was arrested by
Aiarsnal Coles Tuesday afternoon ar
ter a warm chase, across the prairies
north of. the city on complaint
of
Manuel E. Martinez, says the Ias
Shoes
$2.00
$4.00
eiras Optic.
I'.oih parties live ncross the tracks
Shoes
$5.00
at tlie Main street crossing and Mon
day evening about 8 o'clock Chaves
who was drunk, had
words with
$1.00
$2.50
In the city on a business mission.
Martinez nnd draw a revolver, which
Mrs. W. W. Hopewell Is enjoying a he fired at him. At a hearing be
fore Judge ljrown, Chaves stated that
visit from Mrs. West, of jlilo-ljoat ne was uruirk and did not know what
The Hopewells formerly lived
he was doing and remembers nothing
Hillsboro.
about shooting.
The judge turned
No . 1 the
Albuquerque
Council,
over to Marshal Coles
Knights of Columbus, will meet to and prisoner
will
his decision In the
night at the Red Men's hall on Gold case later render
In the day.
o
avenue
8:30
clock.
at
118-12- 0
S.
Coffee
The Evening Citizen Is in receipt
of annual compllmentaries from the LABOR MATTERS ARE
American Lumber company band. F.
Our
Celebrated RichelieuCoffees
K. Ellis, manager and director.
Packages, 16c and SSc per lb. I
Uni, 85c.
General Manager Hurley and par
UNSETTLED AT DOUGLAS
1 1. tint. 45c.
I lb .tins. $1.00.
ty passed through
the city this
morning en route east in private
Capitol Coffee
cars Isos. 8 and 6 attached to train
Labor matters at Douglas are still
No. 10.
tucket, with premium.
Golden Gate coffee
in an
It is
C. A. Walker, district freight agent reportedunsatisfactory condition.
0e.
11.00..t'ni SOc.
as n result of the offer
for the Kanta Fe, with headquarters made by that
tins,
to
contractors
the
the
at Hutchison, Kan., spent last night penters of $5 as a maximum andcar-14
Something unique nothing like It In the city. Try a can.
In the city und left for the east this as
minimum day's pay, together with
morning.
Bulk coffee, 10c to 40c.
the acceptance of other demands
Clem Ounn, a ranchman from near made by the carpenters' union, the
Y..aguna, came In this morning on masons have resumed work, the latISo. 3 to transact business.
He re ter having instituted their strike out
ported early spring work In good of sympathy with the former. The
shape In his vicinity.
carpenters still ndhere to their or
GEO. W. HIOKOX
T. T. MAYNARD
Iglnnl demand for the exclusive emDo not miss the millinery
at Mrs. C'overdale's Friday and ployment of union men and a mini
Saturday, March ZZ and 2 3. A com mum pay of !! per day. The con
plete line of seasonable millinery on tractors state that under no circum
de
exhibit. Everyone cordially invited. stances will they meet these
HICKOX-MAYNAR- D
In full and that If no spirit
liiishop Abram Grant will preach mands
at the African M. E. church Wed- of compromise is manifestedso by the
the matter is ended
far as
nesday evening, March 20, and lec union
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEVVFLERS
are concerned.
ture Thursday evening, March 21 they
general
public
Meanwhile
is
the
Everybody Invited. O. H. liyas,
belng'ground between the wheels and
awaits with considerable Impatience
Dr. P. G. Cornish and Dr. W. D. the settlement of the difficulty.
Send in Your Watches for Repairs
Radcllffe. of Helen, and J. F. Luthy.
of Albuquerque, were initiated into
the mysteries of the Knights Temp ANNUAL
BANQUET
lar last night at a meeting or the loTHE ARCH' FRONT
SOUTH SECOND ST.
cal lodge.
OF THE TEN DONS
Joshua Raynolds donated the city
library building and the new town
clock. Home one suggests Jf It isn't
up to the Albuquerque Electric Light
The Ten Dons held their annual
& Power company to furnish lights
banquet last night in Dr. W. G.
to illuminate It at night.
Hopes spacious dining room, their
On account of the 29th coming on wives being present us guests. Covers
Good Friday, the Albuquerque
were laid for twenty-fivAfter cof
club will give its con- fee, speech-makin- g
Fourth and Railroad Avenoe
was the order of
cert one day earlier, which will be the evening.
Dr. Wroth as toast- Thursday night, March 28. The first master, called upon each member for
date selected was Friday, the 29th.
a response to a toast. Those present
The town clock lighting proposi- were:
Mr. nnd Mrs. McMillen. Mr. and
tion is up to the lighting company.
The committee from the city council Mrs. Fox, Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Hope,
to which the matter was ..referred re- Mr. and Mrs. Hlckey, Mr. nnd Mrs.
ported favorably upon the proposition Hod Kin, Mr. and Mrs. Moore, Mr. and
and the lighting company wast given Mrs. Asolund. Dr. and Mrs. Bower.
Mr. and Mra Johnson, Dr. and Rob
an order for the work,
M. Hope, Dr.-- ' and Mrs. Wroth,
D. K. Wllbanks. who recently re- ert
pror.
signed as a reporter on The Evening Crlsty.and Mrs.'Utroup. Mr. nnd Mrs.
Citizen staff, left on the limited last
night for his home at Mt. Vernon,
Sheldon,
Robert
of East Jordan.
III., where he has a farm.
Mr. Wll- Mich.,
at his rooming house, 31S
banks' property Is timber land and North died
strett,
Amo
at 1 o'clock this
he intends embarking In the lumber afternoon.
He was about 22 years
business.
old and was afflicted with heart trouCapt. W. E. Dame, former district ble.
A brother was with him at the
to be properly prepared jhoald bemade
clerk,
yesterday
from
returned
time of death and probably will ship
in k Maaulrg, Iiowmaii Cnafing- II ma, Mexico, where he Is managCo
to East Jordan, though
the
remains
AWav .rai v, uo worrying; about Iih.
Bret.
K .npiy a uattU, and la a fcr- ing the interests of the Coll ma Lum- this will be determined by the answer
tuiaute.
company,
tie
ber
a New York corpora- to a telegram sent the parents this
tion.
Collma lb thirty miles from afternoon.
the Pacific coast.
The captain will
Manning, Bowman & Co.
remain In the city till April 15, when
he will return to Mexico.
Herr von Plehn, the German con MILLINERY OPENING
sul,
left for the west lust night on
hat produced dainty cinraet to regale
train No. 1 for California, where he
your guest, I ur to see that your
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale anwill
Join
his family. The consul was
chafing rliih i. atippllt-- with the
paJontad aaareleas 'Ivory" aaaaa
wined and dined the few hours he
nounces
her Spring Millinery
clril food pan loun.l only in Man.
was in the city anu when he left last
sin;, fcuwniaa fie Co. C.ialiug IMshea
Opening Friday. March 22.
night, he expressed himself as being
well pleased with what he had seen
ron aALK av
at 2 o'clock, and continuing
and the way he had been entertained.
all day Saturday and evening.
People living In the northern part
of the city have a grievance against
the Water Supply company.
Water
Our new spring styles in white and
was shut off last evening for several gray
to
Oxfords for women are
Co.
hours, and the same inconvenience ready canvas
for your inspection.
We have
was experienced again this morning. them with
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
all leather end covered
One north end denizen said that his
they
wooden heels, and
make the
wife hadn't had enough water In the daintiest
most comfortable foot
house since morning to wash the wear for and
C. May's
warm
weather.
baby's hands, and the baby isn't a Shoe store, 314
West Railroad avenue.
year old yet, either.
THE
YOU WILL FIND IT AT THE MAZK
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard'a Mills are selling good Bean pots
25c
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
One gal stoneware 'milk crocks. 20c
gal stoneware Jars
15c
'i
COLLECT R.
gal stoneware Jugs
20c
RAILROAD AVE
A FIRST CUSS, FXPF.RIFXCKI)
1
gal chicken drinking fountains 40c
COLLECTOR WANTS SITUATION. Unlling boards
G&e
AHLK TO llltMSll JIKKT OF
JJ'JUiondl. Wtcri, Jelry. Ct Olssi. Clors. Silverware
ironing boards
90c
We Invite
AS
TO AI1ILITV ANI Galvanized chamber palls
40c
.roar trifle n4 guartnt A SQUARE DEAL.
CHARACTER. AlHMt I.SS COMJ-'.tJTin cush or deed boxes
75c
lull," CAlvr. CITIZEN OFFICK..
Ruck saws
65c
Handled Axes
75c
THE MAZR
Win. hitch!-- Proprietor.
0
"Paragon Trousers are the Hest Made."
Mix Phllbrick'a
Kindergarten
Is now located in the Woman's club
building, 614 West Gold avenue. New
pupils will be received at any time
during the remainder of this month.
DRINK TEXAS CARI.SRAD
WATER AND KK.F.P WELL.
(Y GROCL'RS AND
FOR KAI.H

Men's
Women's
Children's Shoes

C. N.

2nd.
LeadersThe

to
$1.65 to
to

BRIGHAM
Headquarters
for

b.

--

l--

b-

-

,

1909.

Under Auslpces of

ItrotliorluMwl of Kt. Paul,

First Methodist Church,
Thursday Evening,
March 21st, ot H o'clock.
PROGRAM.

Piano

Solo

Part

Ono.

"Amazonenrltt

. .

L. B. Garrison.

"Hearts Haven Waltzes"...

.

You'll

.Fink

Cherrln

Shine

Mandolin Club.
"Whisper- - and I Will
Hear
Pecalomel
Mr. J. a. Gould.
Whistling Solo
Selected
L. J. Miller.
Part Second.
Instrumenta Duet "Flower Song"
Messrs C. A. and C. L. Huehl
Reading "The Bear Story"..
Riley
Mrs.- Frank Dally.
Vocal Duet
On4y Theo"....
.
C. A White
i.i.'
Mesdames If. J. Collins and
Marie Chrlstlen Smith.
"Why Don't You Try"
.1 Mandolin Club
Miss Blanche Otis, Accompanist.
:
ADMISSION 25o.
Proceeds for Piano Fund.
We do It right, IIOCGH DRY. Imperial Laundry Co.
Vocal Solo

COAL

Vivian

ness.
E. A. Holbrook, of St. Louis, came
In last night and will be In the city
for a few days.
Messrs. Oeorge I. Iedgevood and
Frank Fensler, both of Ios Angeles,
are In the city.
Messrs. Ammon IHbert and Oeoigo
H. Wood, both of Estancla, N. M., are

RCM

M

CONCERT

At the

K

SATISFY

WEDVESOAT,
GRAND

Dialect
plavs
drawn
true .. to . ....
llf
!
i

Innver.

SHOES

I

25

MARCH

PERSONAL

OUR

CITIZSlf,

EVENING-

Genuine American
ton
Cerrlllos Lamp

In business or society, if yoii come
to us for clothes,
you needn't be

anxious

We Sell

Hart Schaf fner
& Marx

per

block,

,.

te.M)
.96.50

Anthracite Not
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, store .and .furnace

slzee
Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load.

IV.

$9.50
$6.00

Phone.

HONEY

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Alien, Box 209, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

clothes, and that
means quality
and style.

Copyright 1907 by
Hirt Schtftner
Marx

.. .$9.35

H. HAHN & CO.
Both

about

your appearance.

Nice

$1.00.

as

ill

b.

J

Between Railroad and Coppar A ve. , Tel. 74

CO.

E

Wagner Hardware

Co.

ar

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

STOVES. RANGES, ENAMELED

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES

SADDLERY

-

-

-

nAKNtSS

AQKNTS FOR

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
John Deere Plows and Implements
-

McCorraick Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

e.

11

WMiTMSY COMPANY
wnoiesaie uisiriDutors

V
1

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

A Rarebit

Chafing Dish

Wagnei
Hardware
Successors
Albuquerque

Hardware

?

mm

Diamond

Co.

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

Pricets
Write
oi
,,lWarNo9r,rlJtirmt
1

Albuquerque, New Mexico

IXC

Palace

KF.F-FRF.NC-

ft

.
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Home Insurance the Best
E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
"
'
and women to sell 1U policies.
aJfSMJASlSanMfcV J3BtHMSflriBt

;

Boys' Caps

MIX-F.RA-

L

lmiGGlVlS.

KAFFIR, CORN

The most

complete line of boys' and children's Caps
ever displayed in this city have just arrived and are
on sale. They include Nobby Tarns. Yacht and
Golf styles 50c to $ 1 .50

I
I

i.

Ask to See Them.
E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

FOR CHICKEN
4.TOSTS NO MORE THAN
WHEAT AND IS FAR UETTFIL
E. W. FEE,
601 S. FIRST ST.
'PHONE 16.
Our ROL'Gll DRY work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
FF.F.R.

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHANGED

Aaoelstloa Offlot
Traatmotloat
Guaraottto

IISW.R, fW3,

fiOSENFIElD'S,

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HAIL "DANCING

Admisioi

FOc

:

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

SCHOOL

Ladies Free

.

adZ3du

12

AT.

